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Well Known Trader Murder Democrats Give Different May Result in Outbreak That Arrested as He Stepped From Judge Landis Sustains Beef J. J. Hill Submits Paper to
Will Require Strong Mili
Cause of High Cost of
Trust Demurrer But OrSteamer at Hoboken,
ed at Pueblo Bonito
National Association of
Demonstration
New
ders
New
Millers at St. Paul
Last Night
Living
tary
Jersey
Jury
CHECKS

BOTHER

SECRETARY

THE

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Mr. Jaffa Decides to Accept House Fails to Concur
Is Sent to ConOnly Bank Drafts or Money

ference.

a
Captain Fred Fornoff received
iannouncing
dispatch this jforenoon
that the Navajo Indians have murdered Richard Wetherill at Pueblo Bonito in Chacon Canon, near Putnam,
southeastern San Juan county. Wetherill was one of the best known traders of the reservation but lately the
Navajos have been very bitter against
him because they claimed he took advantage of them in trading. Threats
of violence against him had been
made repeatedly.
,
The dispatch was sent from

Washington, June 23. Republicans
and Democrats do not agree as to the
cause for the increase in the cost of
living between 1900 and 1910. The
majority report of the special Senate
committee which has been investigat- ing the question, submitted to the
Senate today, by Senator Lodge, the
A meeting was htld prior
chairman.
to the presentation of the report and

60 miles from Pueblo Bonito, by

Sheriff Talle and stated that Wetherill was killed at 6 p. m. yesterday.
Captain Fornoff at once sent two
mounted policemen to the scene to
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23. The Min- murdered
three
traders under conditions which may
develop into an outbreak so serious
that a demonstration by troops from
tne military station at Camp Jolo may
be required, according to a report by
steamer. A party of Moros from the
Tawi-Taw- i
group of Islands, being
driven by storm to an island of Cele-th- e
members protested bes group, murdered three traders and
minority
against the character of the findings made off with valuable loot. A Dutch
and after long argument, they author- - gunboat gave pursuit and found the
ized the employ of an expert to go murderers on Manusmanca island of
scouts
over the report of the majority and the Philippines. Philippine
made an attempt to capture the mur- prepare a minority report.
President Signs Fort Sumner Land'derers who withdrew to the center of
j the island
Office Bill.
and notice was sent by the
j chief
of the headmen of the tribe
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 23. It was order-- . that the murderers would not submit
ed by the Senate that 2,500 copies of to arrest, and that the entire popula-th- e
statehood bill be printed for the tion of several hundred would resist,
use of the Senate document room. The The commander at Jolo immediately
statehood bill will now be filed with dispatched" two companies of infantry
the secretary of state. Immediately to aid the conbulary. The result
upon the signing of the statehood bill had not tranured when the steamer
unusual attention was immediately sailed. Itis reported that the natives
nd
of Manusmanca are well
given to New Mexico and Arizona in on
all the departments. Acting Forester arnfed.
Potter said he would be pleased to
render special assistance to the state ROOSEVELT AND ANDREWS
ARE BOTH PLEASED,
officers in matters of great value to

Seattle, Wash., June

i

New York, June 23. Porter Charl- Chicago, Tune 23.
ton. the husband of Mrs. Mary Scott in the United States

danao Moros have

Jud'-r-

Landisi,

23. "'Wheat"
June
Minneapolis,
was the subject of discussion today at
the meeting of the National Association of Millers. The subject was
treated in a paper prepared by J. J.
Hill, chairman of the board of directors of the Great Northern Railway
and was read by Charles G. Jenking
of Noblesville, Indiana. Hill was unable to attend the meeting.
Need of Terminal Facilities.
Minneapolis, Minn., June 23. A paper by James J. Hill was read at the
convention of the Millers' National
Federal ion today. In part it. was as
follows:
"One fact, it seems to me, should
give you more concern than almost
any other, because you have already
felt its effects and because it looms
large and dangerous. This is the pressure upon existing terminal facilities.
It is a future menace and a present
handicap. You have felt, and will continue to feel, the partial embargo that
traffic conditions have placed upon all
the business of the country; upon
yours perhaps as seriously as any oth- er. The milling interest of the entire
country, except where it serves a
purely local demand is feeling the
pinch of the transportation situation
and will in the future feel it more
severely. The growth of the country
in population, in production, in transportation business, has been marked.
There has not been a corresponding
growth in the facilities for transportation.
"For months past it has been impossible to get freight shipments delivered promptly if these have to be
transferred at any of the central markets or principal terminal points. The
flood of business that rose to such
dangerous height in 1907 is piling up
again, with the additions made by
national growth since then. The future will add in increasing ratio to
these difficulties as well as to the loss
es they involve. The only probable
relief from the pressure upon our

district court
Castle Charlton, whose body was here today, sustained the demurrers
found stuffed in a trunk taken from of the
beef trust to the
in
Como, Italy, recently, was ar- - dictment charging a combination
rested as he stepped from the steam- - restraint of trade. A new grand jury
ship Prinzessin Aren in Hoboken to- - was ordered to renew investigation
day. Charlton first denied his identity of the packing companies,
but after being given the third deJoy Changed to Apprehension,
gree admitted that he was the hits- Chicago, .June 23. The indictment
band of Mrs. Charlton and then made was drawn on evidence secured by the
a signed statement, confessing
the agents of the federal government and
murder to the Hoboken police. Charl- was against the National
Packing
ton said that he and his wife had been Company and ten subsidiary
supper together at the Villa on nies. Congratulations were exehang-LakComo, and that they engaged in ed when Judge Landis announced the
a violent quarrel. Charlton said that indictment would not stand, but the
his wife was one of the best women demonstration came to a sudden end
in the world but had an ungovernable when the court added: "A call of a
temper; that she called him a vile special grand jury venire of 73 men
name, and, finally, when he could for July 4." The body will be ordered
stand her abuse no longer, he attack- - to hear testimony with a view of find-eher with a wooden mallet. The ing valid indictments against the
man said he struck her over ing companies.
The indictment
the head three times, knocking her quashed today failed to show, in the
unconscious and killing her as far as view of Judge Landis, any offense
he knew. He said he then placed the committed within last three years
body in a trunk, which he threw into and did not show that during the
the water.
statutory period the defendant
ed in interstate commerce. The
Goes to Hoboken.
,
June 23. Paul Charl- - eral averment that the packing
in
of the law office in the Bureau of panies engaged in a combination
Insular Affairs, as soon as he heard restraint of trade the court declared
that a man said to be his son had been a mere conclusion.
arrested, left the office and departed
WANTS $31,120 BACK
from the city presumably for
e

d

j

-

'

-

conipa-havin-

g
e

investigate.
Wetherill came to New Mexico
about ten years ago wltlh the Hyde
Exploration Company which had a
dozen stores in variousparts of the
On several occasions he
country.
down to Albuquerque
Indians
brought
and other cities, acting as their guide
and was well known throughout the
territory.
Game and Fish Warden Gable has
appointed J. W. Morris, the postmaster at Bland, N. M., a deputy game and
of the state.
fish warden. Alleged violations
The House $20,000,000 irrigation Statehood Bill Not All it Should Be
the game and fish laws are reported
But Best Measure to Be Obtain-i- t
from that place.
certificates bill passed the Senate but
ed at This Time,
eliminates the section placing army
Word has been received by Captain
SALARY PAID HIM.
Fornoff tJhat John H. Malone who was engineers in charge. It was knocked
New Tork, June 23. With an
Murdered Woman's Brother Charlton's
indicted in Mora county on the charge out because Bailey threatened to fili-- ;
dress more like a personal chat than
until August.
Nemesis.
of destroying property, has been arInteresting Claim Filed By Joseph B.
New York, June 23. Captain Scott
The public building bill is expected a political
discussion, Theodore
rested by Mounted Policeman A. A.
Mayo Against Old Reliable
Gold Mining Co.
Sena at Maxwell Camp and has been to be signed by the President this Roosevelt met a delegation of the brother of Mrs. Charlton, materially
delivered to the sheriff of Mora coun- week, insuring public buildings at Las Hamilton club and was entertained assisted the officers in effecting the
here. He expressed pleasure at the capture of Charlton,
That there are ten years' salary due
whose careful
ty. Mounted Policeman Sena also ar- Vegas and Las Oruces.
The President signed the Fort Sum- - attitude of the administration on the description' he had given.
rested Eligio Gallegos yesterday at
Captain him amounting to $31,120, is the
railroad bill compelling railroads to
took one glance at Charlton as ment made by Joseph B. Mayo in a
Gallegos is charged with ner land office bill.
Chaperito.
cattle stealing. He will be brought Exceeded the Appropriation Limit, 'secure the approval of the interstate Ihe police were leading him to the mechanic's nen filed in the office of
here today and given a hearing soon
Washington, June 23. The omnibus commerce commission before raising station and said: "That's Charlton." Probate Clerk Armijo, against the
at Cerrillos.
Scott obtained ten days leave of ab- - Old Reliable Gold Mining Company of
public building bill is held up for lack its rates.
He declared he approved statehood sence and made it a practice to watch San Pedro.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez of a resolution and is the last of theIn his claim Mr. Mayo states that
has been sent to Madera in Manzano general appropriation bills. Having for Arizona and New Mexico, and
all incoming steamers.
he was made general manager of the
Charlton Tried to Shoot Chief of
county and with District Attorney
passed it would require a joint pressed regret over the state capital
Klock of Bernalillo county will inves- resolution to appropriate $24,000,000 situation in Oklahoma. He opposed
Police.
company January 1, 1900, and held
construct the buildings authorized, rect primaries under present
New York, June 23. While Charl- - such position up to May 15, 1910: that
tigate the finding of a partly buried
is opposition to the proposed tions, but said they might be a
ton was being sweated he became in- - he was to draw a salary of $250 a transportation agencies, and especialcorpse of an American.
New Company.
bilit.y in the future. He said he is furiated and drawing a revolver tried month for his services, but that he ly upon terminals, where the greatest difficulty exists is the decline of
Articles of incorporation were filed Public Buildings Bill in Conference, pursuing a policy of trying to assist to shoot Chief of Police Hayes. He never got it; that the company
in the territorial secretary's office todisarmed and a few minutes later fuses to pay this salary which has our export trade. The demand of the
Washington, D. C, June 23. By in solving the problems of the social,
amounted to $31,120, but on more than home consumer is lessening the volconfessed the crime.
day by the Estancia Mercantile Com- unanimous consent, the House non- - economic and political life,
one occasion the company has recog- ume of our export of food stuffs, and
He announced that he expected to
pany which is capitalized at $50,000, concurred in the Senate amendments
nized the justness of his claim.
will effect similarly some other items
consisting of 500 shares at $100 each. to the public buildings hill, and the confer with commercial and political PILE DRIVER FALLS INTO
on the list. But this change will bring
The incorporators are Milton Dow measure will be sent to conference. leaders from all sections of the
INTO LAS ANIMAS RIVER.
relief to the carrier only in so far
who is named as the New Mexico
try.
Estelle Reel Loses Office.
ARIZONA FOREST FIRE
as
Catron Praises Andrews,
pxnort terminals are rnnrprnpri
One Man Fatally Injured and Ten
agent with office at Estancia 19 Washington, June 23 The office of,
BEYOND CONTROL.
"An pnnrmnnu vnlnma .f now trof- June 23. About
Others Hurt in Railroad
shares; J. H. English, 20 shares, and superintendent of Indian schools will Washington,
J. S. Kelly 1 share. The company be abolished July 1. The appropria- - the happiest man in Washington is
Accident.
Two Troops of Cavalry Ordered From flc is being developed by the industrial advance of the country between
will do a general merchandise busi tion for the bureau of Indian affairs Delegate Andrews. "The senate bill
Fort Apache to Help Fight
ness.
the Mississippi river and the Pacific
for the next fiscal year makes no pro- - was the very best that could be
Trinidad, Colo., June 23. Benjamin
Fames.
the
coast. All of this must seek its marvision for it.
done," he said today. "It is not as li- - Caperelli was fatally hurt and ten
Appointed Notary.
beral in some matters as I would like other workmen injured this morning
Another Triumph for Taft.
ket; and much of it will be added to
Acting Governor Jaffa appointed
M..
A)hllfinprnn(
one notary public, John K. Stauffeur,
the total that already overburdens our
Washington, June 23. After voting to have had it, but after fighting as when a pile driver used on a railroad t
h
of cavalry (rom Fort A
I bridge across the Las Animas river
of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county.
down several amendments the Senate hard as I could for everything
Arizona) were ordered last nim to terminals.
"In the great markets of the eastTo Address Institute.
decided 44 to 25, to concur in the thought should be in the bill, I saw fell into the stream. Caperelli was fight the forest fires in the Blue
Range ern
half of the country, in New York,
Assistant Superintendent of Public House amendments to the postal sav-- that the bill as it was passed was the crushed against a steam boiler and mountains, 60 miles from Holbrook,
Education Acasio Gallegos will deliv- ings bank bill and thus took the last very best that could be had, and that fatally burned. His screams as he Arizona. The fires are
- Cleveland, Buffalo, Chicago, the crisis
bereported
has already arrived. Traffic growth
er an address at 1 p. m. tomorrow be- legislative step necessary to the es- - it was wise to accept it. It has been roasted to death were heart rending. yond contr0
and terminal congestion are applying
fore the teachers' institute now being tablishment of a postal savings bank a long hard fight, but it is over now
the brakes to business progress. This
held in the Ihigh school. His subject in the United States. The measure and there is nothing in the way of the MURDER TRIAL BEFORE
TWO MEN BEATEN TO
means trouble for the whole country.
will be "The Personality of the Teach- was included in the administration state of New Mexico. The struggle
CHIEF JUSTICE POPE.
DEATH IN DENVER JAIL. It is no more disastrous to have the
er."
schedule and its passagemarks anoth- - 0f fifty years is finished,
and it la
banks close their doors than to have
er triumph for President Taft.
Trouble With Checks.
Clovis, N. M., June 23. There is
now up to us to produce the best posDenver, Colorado, June 23. Can a
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
The interest
sible constitution, and in that direc-- : intense interest here in the forthcom- man be beaten to death while in the the railroads choked.
which you represent must suffer with
has had a great deal of annoyance ZINC MARKET IN
tion I have every confidence in my ing trial in the district oourt of cit' Jail without the
jailer or other the other, and therefor it should be
checks.
DEPLORABLE CONDITION. people."
Franli Leteaux, charged with murder
recently with dishonored
officials
Pblic
knowing
anything taking thought with others for the
son
tried
of
Since assuming his office he has
Thomas B. Catron, the great San- for the killing of Dan Lyons,
about ilAn autopsy on Alfred future. For the same cause will work
to accommodate the public by accept- One Australian Mine Alone Produced ta Fe
a
last
Clovis
owner,
property
wealthy
iawyer, has been, in Washington
- oryan, wno was taisea oying, irommu
out the same effects in the west.
over horty i nousana Tons or
ing local checks, although he becomes
for some time working for statehood, winter. Both men were hotel run- citv
JaU to the county hospital Sunday
is
Year.
it
"What is the remedy? Of course,
Last'
the
responsible to the territory for fees
alleged,
ners,
being,
Spelter
shooting
and lg deepiy pleased with the pasas soon as papers are filed. A numevening, shows the man was murder-Th- there is none cut and dried, complete
sage of the Senate bill, and especial- - the outcome of the resulting rivalry, ed
by a blow on the head.
ber of checks have been returned to Laredo, Texas, June 23. Owing to
and effective, for an evil that has
te
jury to try the case has been
f
the work
Andrews,
him unpaid recently and while in the fact that several well producing
nian
Davis, who arrested Bryan Satur-th-e been growing for so long a time, and
H.
D.
heads
Terrell
could
Judge
did
he
all
he
way,
the
whom,
by
which publication thus far has tendmany cases they have been made zinc mine uave oeeu put. in opera- - t. ,pfpat .t thft lnst territorial con- legal talent for the defense, being day night, says the man was
ed to intensify rather than to dimingood, the collections involved a great tion in Australia as well as in Spain, ventlon.
by Messrs. Spicer, McBee and ed when he was placed in jail.
statehood bill is all
The
Within a month two men have been ish. The best that can be done is to
deal of annoyance and expense. He tne zinc marKei m; nortnera .Mexico ,
men
have
Both
Hockenhull.
many
Con-int;, he said this evening.
has decided to make a uniform rule of
in a deplorable condition. Buyers'
a mtlo more friends here and the outcome will be taken from the ."bull pen" at the city offer suggestions for tentative and
mirh, ham
accepting only bank drafts, express have been informed by their Euro- Mberal and Qot hurt itsejf any ,but the awaited with interest. The jury is jail to the county hospital, where partial relief, and then to engage the
or postal money orders hereafter in
uu
M. Reeves, E. A. Rum- - they have died,
no prices
best thought and effort for the whole
j
f N
Mexlc) baV6 waited composed of J.
' country, especially of business men
C.
H.
payment of fees for which he is re can he made at present. One of the
William
Musick,
Frost,
'baugh,
cannot
so
that they
the tooon
.
. long
Australian mines alone produced over
sponsible to the territory.
tarm9. E. Dubbs and J. S. McKinney, all CERRILLOS HELD A STATEHOOD and associations such as yours, in an
toi,
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. 40,000 tons of spelter last year. ' The T
CELEBRATION LAST NIGHT. effort to lessen the tension that now
farmers; A. S. Beck, feed man; B. S.
much credit cannot be given
Gable has returned from Springer
W.
W.
for the zinc mines in Mexico 'Too
and
Texico
merchant;
strangles trade. Where terminals
for his work Ior.a Triplett,
to the New Mexican.
where he went to get some "baby" will remain uncertain until the de-- .
An5es
Melrose
can be enlarged without incurring
a
Special
liveryman.
Polk,
it
o
He has been tireless and
bass for stocking lakes.
mand catches up with" the supply. In
Cerrillos, N. M., June 23. Cerrillos prohibitive indebtedness,
that, of
No
more
effective.
must
be
confessed
the meantime zinc should decline con-- !
'celebrated the passage of the state- - course, is the natural Temedy. ExistMEXICAN AUTHORITIES INSIST
man touia nave uuue more, aim
CAPTAIN CODY TUMBLES
ALL IS WELL AT CANANEA. hood bill last night, by having a ing facilities also may be made more
x.
m
siaeraniy.
ia
.!,
WITH HIS AEROPLANE.
large procession, led by the band. effective.
should
over
all
but the shouting, he
JOSEPH WENDLING NOT
23.
the Speeches were made by prominent "Decentralization of traffic termiAlthough
June
Naco,
Ariz.,
LOCATED IN TEXAS. be given the fullest credit by all
Gust of Wind too Strong for Machine
Mexican authorities at Cananea main- - citizens, among them, Ramon Sando-tai- nals offers' a partial cure, partially
people."
and He is Pinned Beneath
that there is no cause for alarm, val and Simon Gonzales, who spoke only, however, because it is applic- the Wreckage.
Chief of Police of Houston and Louistwenty soldiers sent here to guard in Spanish. The school children sang able only to a portion of the business
FORTY FIVE MILLION EGGS
ville Detective Make Fruitless
to be done. Some of the through bus
the Mexican customs house from at- - "New Mexico."
STORED AT NEWARK. tack, have been ordered back to Ca- London, June 23. Captain F. S.
Quest For Him.
iness of the country can be diverted
to other points than those where it
nanea. Naco is under guard of the JOHNSON NOTHING BUT
Cody, the aviator, when making a
A COMMON LAW BREAKER. now collects, but the great
Houston, Texas, June 23. Chief of To be Held Until This Winter When ruraies
flight at Aldershot today, fell from a
central
Price of Hen Fruit Soars
height of a hundred feet and was Police Ellis of this city, and Chief Demarkets cannot.be destroyed nor the
to Highest Notch.
San Francisco, June 23. By for- - bulk of their business affected.
seriously injured. The aeroplane was tective Carney of Louisville, KentucREPORT ON THE HOME
caught in a gust of wind and becom ky, returned today from Qan Antonio
"There is, however, a considerable
BASE OF MISSIONS. 'feiting his bail money as a fine in
ing unmanageable plunged to the in a fruitless quest for Joseph Wend-linNewark, N. J., June 23. Forty-fivpolice court today, Jack Johnson, ar element in our traffic aggregate
wanted in Louisville on the million of eggs have been shipped'
ground.
Cody was pinned beneath
Edinburg, Scotland, June 23. Rev. rested late yesterday, charged with which is capable of decentralization.
the wreckage. Cody is an. American charge of killing the eight year old into this city since April 1st, and Jas.
L. Barton, chairman of the com-- violating the speed regulations wa3 Take your own Industry for example,
by birth but is employed by the Brit Kellner girl. The officers are con- - placed in cold storage by warehouse Vnission, today presented a report on relieved of the necessity of going to because both your raw material and
.'
,.
i
nnmn
ish war department to teach Its offt vinced that the report that he is on men to remain there until the high Ittni
mri
4nU
Tnhnon. .nH
laova '
auu I.um
at, m3 Jan.
v&mj mm iti5
tlOme n
lOe ty
cage OI IVIISSIUUS;
juuuouu
I
cers aeronautics.
a ranch near San Antonio is untrue, prices of last winter
for
Reno
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BUN DOWN

If you have
Weak and miserable.
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
ENVY.
in the back, and feel tired all over,
Pine tree swaying, swaying softly,
get a package of Mother Gray's AUSKnvy not my Lady so,
TRALIAN
LEAF, the pleasant herb
Though she moves with lovelier
cure. It never fails. We have many
testimonials from
grateful people
Than your swaying boughs can who have used this wonderful remeshow.
dy. As a regulator it has no equal.
Ask for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
Sigh not, little breeze, O sigh not
at Druggists or sent by mail for 50
In the tree-top- s
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
everywhere;
Inouffh you have no sound more Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
joyous
Than her laughter on the air!

ImDerial

SELIGIAN BROS CO.

mo-lio-

Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

if

Pout not so your lips, red rosebud,
Red lips
Though hpr mouth has lovelier molding
Round her soft lips' lovelier red.

LEAN-

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

MINOR CITY TOPICS

green-engarlande-

WE GIVE CASH REGISTFR TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Denver,

red rosebud,
Sighing breeze and pine tree tail,
One whose beauty makes the world
Knvy not, O wild

Winter Grocery
yy
anta

Southeast Corner Plaza,

F.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

CALL AflD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER

pit

JEWELER
39

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK !IN OUR

LINE DONE

TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

1

AOC CANON

SANTA FE, N, M,

Q

ROAD

smm

&

mulligan

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
1,ahhon'kht 130

IOC
l&O

RED

PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and Retail
Flour, Hay,

Dealers in

June

23.

The forecast is fair weather
tonight and Friday, not so
X
much change in temperature.

What? Why it's an
lovelier for you all!
empty cradle. At the Elks' tonight.
Seumas O'Sullivan.
Trustee in Bankruptcy Charles H.
Sporleder has been appointed trustee
Manuel Given Ten
Days Manuel of the fcankrupt slock of Henry Sturm
Uuran was yesterday given ten days at Las Vegas and has filed a $2,000
in jail at Las Vegas on the charge of bond.
drunkenness.
Change of Ad Attention is called
to the change of advertisement in
Charged With Larceny of Gun
Samuel Philips was arrested at
this issue for the Big Store wherein
yesterday charged with the .Mr. Salmon calls attention to his extensive new stock of gloves, hosiery
larceny of a gun.
Daughter Died Suddenly The three and lingerie. Ladies will find it to
months old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. their special advantage to read this
Antonio T. Sena died suddenly yester- ad carefully and act accordingly.
day at Las Vegas.
Runaway Marcos Rael,
Stopped
Issued A mar- fireman of the New Mexican PrintMarriage License
riage license was issued yesterday at ing Company, late yesterday afterLas Vegas to Saturnina Sena, aged Id, noon, at considerable risk to himself,
and Victoiiano Salazar, aged 26.
stopped a runaway team of horses
Insurance
Wins Judge that was dashing along Palace aveCompany
William H. Pope at Roswell decided nue and toward the plaza.
the case of the Kemp Lumber ComFrom 55 to 81 That was the range
pany vs. the London and Liverpool of temperature yesterday and the reland Globe Insurance Company favor- ative humidify was 31 per cent. There
able to the latter. The insurance was a trace of rain between 7 and
company had tendered $2,100 insur- S o'clock last night. There were
ance but the plaintiff demanded
showers over the mountains in the
afternoon and evening. A year ago
Fire in Mattress Factory. Yester- today the maximum was 85 and the
day afternoon the furniture store and minimum 53 with 94 per cent of sunmattress factory of F. Keppler at shine.
Killed By Lightning Caught in an
Albuquerque was badly damaged by
fire.
electrical storm while returning from
Son of Dawson's Postmaster Killed Weston, near Trinidad, Colo., to the
Alvis Bradford, a student at the saw mill of the Rocky Mountain timNew Mexico Military Institute
and ber Company, where he was employed
son of the postmaster at Dawson, was Cecelio Martinez, 19 years old, was
accidentally killed at Dawson on Mon- struck and killed instantly by lightday.
ning. Every bit of clothing was torn
off the body and burned, but the reRoswell's Oldest Resident is Dead
A. M. Thompson, aged 87 years, said mains
The
were not disfigured.
to have been Roswell's oldest resi- young man's father met deatih in a
dent, died. He had been a resident similar manner less than a year ago
of Roswell the past thirty years. He in Wyoming.
is survived by three children.
Fatal Shooting in Union County
Easterners Who Know a Good Thing Struck in the breast by a heavy
A number of well to do eastern peo- charge of buckshot Delbert Mitchell,
man
ple are going to spend the summer the son of a prominent business
conis
a
in
of
Texas,
dying
Dallas,
humhere, it is said, and escape the
idity, tJie oppressive heat and the flies dition at the Trinidad, Colo., hospital.
and skeeters of the east. Furnished He was injured at Des Moines, Union
houses here are being rented for the county, and taken to Trinidad. It appears that Mitchell, with a company
summer term.
of friends, was fishing along a narRecommitted
to Jail. Doctor
row stream near that place. A loadhas been recommitted to jail at
ed shotgun was left leaning against
withhis bondsmen
Albuquerque,
a log. His
sister, playing
indrawing from hs bond. Duran is
with a pet dog, stumbled over the
from
an
carcerated pending
appeal
weapon, causing it to discharge. The
the justice of the peace court in little
girl also was wounded, but not
which he was fined $100 for practicing
seriously.
medicine without license.
you
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Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

EVERY THREAD WOOL
Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.
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LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeds
5

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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MEXICAN
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PRICKS.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E. Corner of Plaza.
.

00 Saved on
Every Suit.
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Father Wants to Stop Wedding.
According to the father' of Miss Ra
chel Tyler at Albuquerque, she se
cured a marriage license without his
consent although only sixteen years
old, by representing that she is nine
teen. The young man in question is
Jose Armijo, aged 21, of Ranchos de
Atrisco.
for the Fray.
Ready
Getting
Chairman W. H. Gillenwater
has
called a meeting of the Bernalillo
central commit- County Republican
ee to meet at Albuquerque on Satur
day to prepare for the statehood campaign. The Democratic Club of Bernalillo county will meet tonight, for
the same object.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)

(Continued

on Page Eight.)

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggravate the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
Phone

No. . 14.

If it'

Hard ware.
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14,

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
From the New Mexican of this date
1890.

a

It ought to be patent to every citizen of Santa Fe, that statehood for
New Mexico will benefit the Capita!
City as much as any other agency
could possibly do. Of course if there
are Democrats in this city desiring to

JfSilJEEf.
Telephone

Baca, San Mateo's

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Po you know whether
youhave an absolute title to the property which tou rvn?

As

1

old home in Canada.
Col. Walter G. Marmon and Major
George Pratt, surveyors and clever
gentlemen, are here from Laguna on
land business.
ONE HUNDRED TWO DEGREES
IN OKLAHOMA SHADE

aged corn.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

representative citizen who has a host
of friends hereabouts, is visiting Santa Fe.
W. F. Dobbin has returned from a
trip to Rio Arriba county, and will
shortly leave to spend a month at his

Notary
Hobarl, Olola., June 23. South
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- western Oklahoma is in the grip of a
ternally, and acts directly on the hot wave. The government thermomblood and mucous surfaces of the sys eter here today registered 110 in the
For six successive days the
tem. Send for testimonials free.
shade.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
temperature has been above 100. Hohart's water supply partially gave out
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
today. Hot winds have greatly dam-

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

e

A.

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

harm themselves by voting against
statehood at the bidding of a few Dembosses for selfish,
ocratic would-bmercenary and wicked reasons, why,
they can go ahead and suit themselves. They will rue it, when it is
too late.
Hon. Ramon

WHOLESALE
AIVD RETAIL
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Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,
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Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers

$2,-50-
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Right Prices
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g 345 San Francisco St.
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
E 3D1 a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
watchword; hence your frequent and insistent specification of having your prescription compounded at ZOQK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.

r,'?5

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

OVERTAXED.

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches and
pains
Backache, sideache, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's
disease follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
way to keep the kidneys well.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin street, Santa Fe. N. M., says:
"I hold the same high opinion of
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
I publicly recommended them in Jan
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
a year I had been bothered by a dull
ache and weakness across my loins
and kidneys. I tired easily and any
exertion brought on severe suffering
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was induced to try them. The results prov-

ed beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills live up to representations.
The cure and benefit this remedy
brought has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United

States.

Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
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A. D. Hamilton Will Travel

to Santa Fe in a Prairie

Schooner
START FROM

QuAl,

,

KANSAS

Journey to This City to Be Made
in Very Leisurely
Fashion.
Pueblo, Colo., June 23. The most
in
successful good roads campaign
the west today and one of the leading
roads movements o the entire country, the recent extension of tlhe territory wherein this great highway will
be built, and the great interest in a
link in what is hoped eventually to
a
;be
thoroughfare,
lends especial interest to a trip on
which A. D. Hamilton has recently embarked from Ottawa, Kansas.
Air. Hamilton will traverse the new
Santa Fe trail, which is the official
name of this great highway,
and
which closely follows the famous old
Santa Fe trail, which extended from
Westport Landing, now Kansas City,
to Santa Fe, New Mexico, and which
began its Operation in 1821.
Mr. Hamilton and his family will
make this journey in an old fashioned
prairie schooner. The modern motor
car, now speeding over the fine highway that stretches across Kansas and
Colorado, will not be tlhe vehicle in
which he and his family will go. They
have certain reasons, some economical, some sentimental, for following the
old trail and the new in the means
of conveyance common to the time
when such highways were the only
avenues of commerce in the great
southwest.
From Ottawa to Santa Fe will be the
route traveled by the Hamilton family. This trip will cover what was set
down in the old geographies as the
"Great American Desert", now one
vast garden, and, in the territory west
of the one hundred meridian, brought
about by means or irrigation.
A. D. Hamilton comes from Cincinnati, and he has long had in mind just
such a trip as this. He recently went
to Ottawa, Kansas, where he has a
nephew, T. P. Hamilton, formerly a
a
car inspector with the Atchison,
& Santa
Fe railroad, which
traverses the old trail, and prevailed
upon his nephew to accompany him.
The party will travel by easy stages. "Travel behind a team
is all
right," said Mr. Hamilton "if you
have your time. Having time, we fa
vor this means of transportation."
Reaching the famous wheat fields of
western Kansas, the Hamiltons will
help some relatives harvest their
golden crop and then resume their
journey. They expect to readh Santa Fe about the last of August.
The motor power will be a span of
mules and a horse. Six persons will
ride in the wagon. A. D. Hamilton is
not new to the prairie schooner business. Thirty years ago he made the
trip from Texas to Iowa in this way.
The new Santa Fe Trail is a great
highway. It is now actually building
from Kansas City to Canon City, Co
lorado, and from La Junta, Colorado,
down to Santa Fe, N. M. The old
trail proceeded from Kansas City to
the south of the Kansas river, bear
ing off all the time to tlhe south, until
it struck the Arkansas valley about
the center of Kansas. Thence it fol
lowed the Arkansas river to La Jun
ta, Colorado, where it bore off to the
southwest through Trinidad,
Raton,
and Las Vegas, to Santa Fe.
The new Santa Fe Trail, a great
roadway, originally ran from Hutchinson, Kansas, to the Colorado state
line. It was the outgrowth of a
thought of some Kansas
newspapermen,. and was agitated In
Kansas newspapers and commercial
It finally resulted in
organizations.
a great conference at Hutdhinson,
Kansas, January 31, 1910, when steps
were taken to improve township and
county roads, east and west, end to
end, in such a manner as to make a
continuous
highway. New bridges
were required and were put in; roads
had to be straightened here 'and
there; new pieces had to be laid out
at frequent intervals; sandy pieces
of road had to be treated after the
government sand-cla- y
plan, and im- coast-l.o-coa-

CREAM

MILK

had a mishap at the age of 41, which left me in bad
fix, (wntes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
I was unconscious for three
days, and after that I
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
"I suffered greatly with ailments due to the
of
life and had 3 doctors, but they did no good, so I change
concluded
to try Cardui.
'Since taking Cardui, I am so much better and can do
all my housework."

For Best Laundry Work

LINE

er

FARE

'teTSaOO

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
id
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located

r

,

oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlor. of 3.700
feet above sea level, s'lushlne everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructor, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
iiy Hamliroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particular! ani Illustrated catalogne
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

J 41

The Woman's Tonic
Do not allow yourself to get into a bad fix. You might
get in so bad you would find it hard to get out.
Better take Cardui while there is time, while you are
still in moderately good health, just to conserve your
strength
and keep you in tip top condition.
In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
instead of the down and by and bye you will
arrive at the north pole of perfect health.
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.
up-gra-
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of the Southwett
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Afmv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

New Mexico Military Institute

In Bad Fix

proved so as to make them like macadam roads.
For the past three
the
months,
greatest activity has been manifest,
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
and the road was finally put into sudh
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
good condition, through the use of
and
Torrance
is $5.80 and between
tractors,
graders, hauled by steam
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoand by the King Drag and the conStockard.
W.
wire.
J.
mobile by
struction of new bridges, that an endurance run was made by ten motor
sufRheumatic
Tell some deserving
cars not long since, from Hutchinson
one
way
is
simple
there
that
yet
ferer,
to Pueblo, 461 miles at an average
Dr.
relief.
Get
Shoop's
to certain
speed of 20 miles an hour, and the
book on Rheumatism and a free trial
went into each station ahead of
cars
make
it
entirely
test. This book will
time.
clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly
The Colorado territory was soon
killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remadded to the highway and only recentno
Send
money.
or
tablets.
liquid
edy
ly the road was evtended eastward
The test is free. Surprisj some disfrom Xewton to Kansas City and now
heartened sufferer by first getting for
forms, in its entirety, 600 miles, from
him the hook from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Kansas City, Mo., to Canon City, Colo.,
Wis. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
where it terminates in tine glorious
skyline drive, one of the most magnificent high drives in the world.
This road is under the control of an
association, composed of a president,
&
two vice presidents, a secretary, and
an executive and publicity committeeTelephone No Ho Red
man for each of the Kansas and Colorado counties traversed. This assoMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ciation holds frequent meetings and
keeps the work up. The local committeeman looks after matters in his
locality, and reports at intervals to
the officers of the association.
The road traverses in its original
territory the famous Arkansas valley
of Kansas and Colorado, than which
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
there is no finer section of the entire
west. Irrigation has made it what it
Returns Thursday and Friday.
is, and intensive farming, the small
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
agricultural unit, with alfalfa and suMrs. P O. BROWN Agent
gar beet fields and orchards fringing
it make travel along this highway a
23
Red
Phone No.
matter of pleasure.
Summer tourist travel to Colorado
motor car has been greatly stimby
HACK
WOODY'S
ulated by the advent of this highway.
The headquarters of the new Santa Fe
Prom
Trail has daily inquiries concerning
BARRANCA TO TAOS
the possibilities of easy travel and
temporary logs of the route have been
Meets Both North South
put out pending the preparation of a
Bounds Trains.
complete permanent log. In the sumLeaves Barranca on the arrival ot
mer and early fall of this year, numthe north bound train and arrives at
erous runs, some endurance, some of
Taos at 7 p. m.
a leisurely nature, will go over this
road, and for the motorist as well as
Ten miles shorter than any other
for the farmer it is a great advantage.
way. Good covered hack and good
In the valley that sheltered this
teams.
PiE-Backgreat
roadmaking campaign in its in&aJse
dcaato
Tliiixg
Eiraiy Comfortable.
fancy, and was the scene of its first
achievements, will be held this year
the Eighteenth National Irrigation
Congress. No less an authority than
former President Roosevelt called the
National Irrigation Congress "the nation's greatest development agency."
It has stimulated every development
work in the west for two decades, and
will hold its sessions at Pueblo, SepFor
1910. In connection
year the only
tember
with it will be the greatest and most
first class tonsorial parlor
comprehensive irrigation exposition
in Santa Fe.!
ever held in the west, and the work
OUR NEW FITCH
of preparation for it is proceeding
TREATMENT
hapidly.
The possibilities of utilization of
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
the. new Santa Fe Trail in going to
&
hair
relieve, Dmdruff, falling
the Irrigation Congres has been rec
other scalp irritations. We also
ognized, and at a recent meeting of
a
of
all the
carry complete line
the trail organization, these possibili
popular hair and facial tonics.
ties were pointed out in resolutions,
and people were invited to attend this
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
great congress by traveling over the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
trail in motor cars. The increasing
t
number of farmers in Kansas and Coana
is
inieresieu
soould
HLTBBS
LAUNDRY
Agents
the wondwf ill
lorado owning motor cars has made it
MWARVELWhirling Spray
hone us, we will beffladtocallfor your
probable that a great portion of the
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
ost convenDesiJi
ient. It cleanses attendance at Pueblo next fall will be
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
in this way.
instantly.
All work is guaranteed; yoar
Abe winr dniffcrist for it.
So the new Santa Fe Trail, relic of
socks are mended and buttons
If he cannot supply the
the old Santa Fe Trail, which was the
accept no
MARVEL,
sewed on you shirts, without
Bend
Rt&mD
for
nthor hnf
lllnarraterl liook Sealed. It IflTeJ
highway of commerce in the Great
extra charge.
a
im
full nftrMcnlnra and directions in
Southwest before the days of steam
to ladiCB. M AKVKL CO.
FHONB RED 122. PHONE RED 122. valuable
44 EaatSSd Street. HEW YK.
roads, and over which Mr. Hamilton
will make the trip in the old fashioned prairie schooner, will he the scene
of great travel tnis year, not only by
runs of various character, but in atTelephone Red 35 and have
tendance at the Eighteenth National
your orders delivered
Irrigation Congress.
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something:
cool and inviting
What a Summer Cold May Do.
A summer cold if neglected s just
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
as apt to develop into bronchitis or
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
pneumonia as at any other season. Do
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
not neglect It. Take Foley's Honey
and Tar promptly. It loosens the
SANTA
BOTTLING
soothes and heals the inflamed
cough,
A.ll drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
air passages, and expels the cold from

FRESH EGGS
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the system."

DAUGHTER OF SHERIFF
BALLARD FIGURES IN ROMANCE.
Unbeknown to Her Parents is Led to
Altar By Young Man From
Clovis.
Says the Roswell Daily Record:
"Several days ago word was received here that Miss Mable
Ballard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Ballard, had married "Slip" Freeman, at
Clovis on last Monday, the day that
she went through that place with her
Last
mother, en route to California.
night Mr. Ballard received a confirmation of the report. Mr. Freeman
works for the Santa Fe railroad and
plays on the railroad baseball team
at Clovis. He and Miss Ballard evidently had it all arranged; for while
the train was there, waiting about an
hour for the cut-of- f
train to leave
they went up town and were married.
Miss Ballard returned to the train
with her
and went on to California
mother, saying nothing of the marriage. Mr. Ballard accompanied them
as far as Albuquerque, on his way to
Santa Fe and learned nothing of the
ceremony. Mrs. Freeman is now in
California with her mother.
"The marriage of Miss Ballard
comes as a surprise to all. She is one
of Rosweifs prettiest and most popular young women and that an out of
town man should win her heart and
hand without even the knowledge of
her parents adds to his glory. He is
certainly to be congratulated. Mr.
Freeman has been known here only
during his recent visits with the Clovis baseball team, but has made a
good impression by gentlemanly conduct both on the diamond and as a
private citizen. The friends of the
young couple wish them well and a
happy married life."

What Everybody Ought to Know.
That Foley Kidney Pills contain
just the ingredients necessary to tone,
strengthen and regulate the action of
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by
Stripline Burrows Co.
COULDN'T TIE DOWN THE
TEXAS DEMOCRATS.
They Had Narrow Escapes From Being Compelled to Take Oath to
Vote Straight ticket
San Antonio, Texas, June 23.
Those good Democrats in Bexar county who have been in the habit of doing things to the Democratic ticket
win be able to continue doing so after having had a narrow escape from
taking an oath to the effect that they
were Democrats and voted for the
purpose of upholding the Democratic
ticket. The oath and possible perjury
charge are off as the result of action
taken by the Bexar county Democratic executive committee, which will
confine the declaration of the voter
to a plain statement of fact as prescribed by the Terrell election law.
Instead of swearing to the following:
I am a Democrat and pledge myself
to support the nominee of the party,
the voter will merely look at the
words as printed at the head of the
ticket, make his crosses and generally please himself.
The idea to make every voter take
an oath as to his political affiliations
and intentions originated with some
of the members of the committee
some time ago. At a recent session,
however, the plan was defeated for
the reason that it did not .seem to
have the sanction of the constitution.
Bexar county Democrats, usually accused of being Republicans incog, will
now have an opportunity to do as

hitherto.

Wells Fergo 6 Company
express
General Express Forwarder?
TO

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fergo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS,
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES, Aaent

--

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Th2 Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.M. BEBGERE. Manager for New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

e

Catron Block.

N. M.

1

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 60.00 to 175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES
LAKCiK

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on government land. We have irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

LET US

HER

RANCHES.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrvins the U. S. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting wltn tne
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co.,

at Roswell, N.

M.,

at

least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Look Over Your Suit
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IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig get
ting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
"I have been using Cascarets for In- and will be glad to serve you in any
somnia, with which I have been afflicted way in which a
rig is required. One
for twenty years, and I can say that Cascarets have given me more reliefXian any unusual feature of our business is
other remedy I have ever tried. I shal' taking invalids out for a drive at a
certainly recommend them to my friend', regular hour each day. We mention
as being all that they ate represented."
it as an illustration of the many servThos. Gillard, Elgin, 111.
ices we stand ready to render.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The
C C C. Guaranteed to
tablet
924
can or yourstamped
money back.
gren-ni-

WILLIAMS
310 San

4 RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone 139
i

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Real,

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
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of liomeseekers, of land buyers and th? people of New Mexico and Arizona
R. J. PALEN. President,
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
investors of every class who have to demonstrate to Congress and the
FRAH& McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.
L, A, HDGHES,
never given us a tnought as a terri- President that they are worthy of
It is New Mexico's duty to take statehood and it will be granted."
tory.
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
full advantage of this great oppor
The Kl Paso Herald emphasizes the
a
m
1
tan
FRANK P. STURGES,
a r waitpr.
tunity for development. It is to the same point when it says:
President
Vice
Editor and President.
interest of every one in any way con
Now it's up to the territories to
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
nected with our development to get decide when they are to become
into direct personal touch with these states. If they enact the right sort
OF SAKTA
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
will of a constitution by electing the right
people. The plan we propose
Daily, six months by mall ....$3.75 bring this newly awakened interest sort of men to the constitutional conRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
The
25
Banking
carrier
week
in
.... 2.00 into concrete form. It will show these ventions, they can get into the union
by
Daily per
Weekly, per year
' 1
New
Mexico.
'
snort
luiwuiauou
in
oruer,
start
if
in
00
but
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
1
any
they
1870
months
65 Weekly, six
desire, it win put every mem- socialistic propagandas and work in
Daily, per month, by mail
75 they
quarter
7.00
into
per
association
the
Weekly,
of
ber
mail
personal any planks detrimental to the interDaily, per year, by
communication with them.
Capital Stock
$150,000
ests of the people generally, Congress
COUNTY.
as
FE
a
believe
SANTA
"We
business
OF
that,
them
will keep
OFFICIAL PAPER
out until they work
Profits
Undivided
and
80.000
Surplus
man. this plan will appeal to you as out the proposition satisfactorily."
Is sent to
as
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It
and
the
giving
thoroughly
practical
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
and growing c'rculatlo i greatest possible result to the indievery postoifice in the Territory, and has a large
Southwest.
the
least
from
vidual
the
Loans
of
ive
very
possible
money on the most favorable tarms on all kinds ot
people
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
dinong the Intelligent ana progress
individual expense. It should appeal
personal and coHateraS security. Buys and selis bonds and
directly to the man, to the corporastocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
tUNtON "JL
tion or organization interested in any
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
way in the handling of land or in the
5 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
development of the new state, or any Chas. F.
Chas. R. Easley.
Easley,
this
its districts.
and
of
1
generous
of
Oklahoma,
state
FRUSTRA-A TEXAS LAND STEAL
Fe.
Santa
p as are given by any moaey transmiting agency public or
Estancia.
"The matter is placed before you
uims aivui
gentleman uuiu i exits,
TRATED.
EASLEY
& EASLEY,
1 state that gave
this original iana;witn the request that you give it
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
v
t
!i in vi r i ii tiT "i f
ATi
Attorneys at Law.
thoughtful consideration; and a corper cezst. per annum, on , six months' or years', time. Liberal
,
,...
treas- - dial invitation is extended to you to
iweie page i.mcu
.aa ,in1H frml1" the
- '
An.
.
advances made on consignments f .livestock and products.
,
to Congress by Delegate W, H.
u rv or tne imiteu siai.es, mis
RENEHAN & DAVIES
join with us in this movement for the
vhj
steal
to
on
something
effort
the
cirews
The bank executes al! orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
this very just advancement of New . Mexico. We A. 8. Renehan
E. P. Davle
like C00,000 acres from the Territory generous gentleman,
2 and airrcs to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
comes to have will be glad, in addition to your memhe
when
Attorneys-at-Lagentleman,
respects,
of New Mexico for the state of Texas,
this commission examine the line be- bership, to have a personal letter from
Practice in the Supreme and Disas is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- by moving the boundary line about tween the Indian Territory and the you giving any suggestions you may trict Courts.
Min.ng and Land Law a 5 ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The
three miles further west than the state of Texas goes back to the Kid- care to make as to the operation of
patronage of the
Office
in Catron Block.
specialty.
contains
The
103d meridian.
report
z public i.s respecfully solicited.
which locates this one the plan and any means by which it Santa Fe
der
survey,
an
New
Mexico
some spicy reading which throws
hundredth meridian many chains to may be improved and made more ef(J'ltu njTJTJonxLrLTijxruTxi iruT-- JTJxruTjrruTj.ruTjruTJTJX
lointeresting light on the devious meth- the east e
and
fective."
Clark survey,
E. C. ABBOTT
ods of the Texas Congressman who cates it there in order that the state
has been fighting New Mexico's inter- of Texas might get back the land THE NEED OF A GREATER NAVY.
Attorney-at-Laests for many years, beginning with which the Clark survey would take
Practice in the District
,
and Su
criti-been
has
considerable
There
the original Elephant. Buite dam con- away from it on the east.
cisrn of the present administration de-- ; preme Courts. Prompt and careful
his
in
troversy. Hon. Sereno Payne,
"He further says in the joint reso- mantling a reasonable amount for the attention given to all business.
address opposing the bill pointed out
New Mexice
navy. But Uncle Sam must keep up Santa Fe,
the errors of the Clark survey which lution:
his
until
is
of
it
the
'
navy
strength
line
of
be
a
'Provided. That the part
EBBHKSgSSii
mm
Congressman Stephens wanted toTexCATRON & CATRON
run and marked by a monument along first, among the naval armaments ofj
declared the boundary between
same
kind
the
lest (he face the
the thirty-seconAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Laparallel of north lat- of a world,
as and New Mexico:
that confronts Great
predicament
run
W'i-l-IAOffice: Catron Block
of
the
line
that
and
itude,
part
VAUGHN pRCP,
'He never completed the survey,
one hundred Britain, according to Elmer Roberts Santa Fe,
New Mexico
and he left an opening there that has and marked along the
of in the July Scribner's. He says:
One
never been surveyed from a point 2 and third degree of longitude west
in
"The German navy is serious for!
eastsame
the
the
being
miles and 5 chains west of the true Greenwich,
G. W. PRICHARD
not
safety!
the
Great
because
Britain,
h
and-welines be
Cuisine and
and
s
down the
n limit,
Large Sample
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaNew Mexico, and of the British isles is endangered nor!
Table
Service
Room for Comline to a point 3 miles 67 chains and tween Texas and
Practice
in
all
has
because
the
District
Courts
any
Germany
aggressive
act
of Congress
s
Dnes
of the run by authority of
?a links in a rioint.
mercial Travelers
and
the
because
but
her,
to
cases
attention
gives special
130 approved June 5, 1838, known as the policy against
way down the line in all about
before
British
the
Territorial
position
throughout
political
Court.
Supreme
line
the
and
of
that part
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
miles so that it has never been Clark line,
of 36 degrees and the world will be reduced by reason Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
surveyed, and Texas has no more along the parallel
of the existence of the navy. That
it than has the state of 30 minutes, of north latitude, forming
ueen greau
Pan- position nas aireaay
of
the
line
the
north
Texboundary
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
from
New York. The gentleman
AMERICAN AND
by the rise of Japan in the
changed
which
said
of
and
handle
Texas,
parts
Attorneys-at-Laas (Mr. Stephens) says this survey
EUROPEAN PLAN
far east, of the United States in the
confirmed
said
been
have
lines
of
by
jv
States
United
Practice
p
in
the
was established by
the District Courts as
of Germany on
western
'
hemisphere,
of
acts
Congress
by an act of Congres later in an apthe continent of Europe. The British well as before the Supreme Court of
"Namely, what has been read you fleets in the east, on both shores of the territory.
propriation bill, the sundry civil appropriation bill. A survey was made from the sundry civil bill which does North and South America and in the Las Cruces. - - - New Mexico
under the act of June 5, 1S58. The not. confirm any survey whatever. Mediterranean have been lessened to
survey was not to make a boundary This joint resolution further says:
EDWARD C. WADE
the fleets in home waters.
" 'That it shall be the duty of the strengthen
line. The survey was to find the true
become
will
Attorney-at-Laforces
naval
British
The
boundary line, which was the one hun- commissioners appointed under this further concentrated in ratio to the
Practices
in the Supreme and Dismid third meridian, and for no act to
said old Clark monu- German construction.
The prevailing trict Courts of the Territory, in the
other purpose. This language was ments and lines where they can be strategical doctrine will require Great Probate Court and before the U. S.
found and identified by the original Britain to have at home a naval powslipped into the appropriation bill:
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
' And the'
boundary line between monuments now found on the ground, er sufficient to engage on more than Offices.
and
or where monuments are now missing,
said public-lanstrip and Texas
bat- Las Cruces
terms a fleet of thirty-eigh- t
New Mexico
Texas and New Mexico established but their original position can be equal
cruisers
and
twenty
large
tleships
hereis
shown by competent parol evidence, within one day's sail of her coasts.
under the act of June 5, 1858,
WILLIAM McKEAN
Commodious Sample Room
or by the topographical maps, or field
by confirmed.'
"The 'relations' between Great BritAttorney-at-Laes
line
monunotes made by said Clark; the
"It confirmed the boundary
continuous
in
are
ain and Germany
Long Distance Telephone Station.
tablished June 5, 1858, and the act of ments so found, of their position so discussion that rises to a certain in- Taos Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
1858 made the boundary line the one identified, shall determine the true
when the British naval budhundred and third meridian; and so position and course of the boundary tensity
is debated in Parliament or when
C. W. G. WARD
get
it simply confirmed the establishment lines as marked by said Clark to the some European question bubbles.
Steam Heated: Electric
Territorial
District Attorney
of the boundary line and said nothin full extent of the survey made by These 'relations' are likely to sharpen
FIRST CLASS CAPE;
For
San
Lighted, Every Room
Miguel and Mora Counties
about Clark's survey of the boundary him;, and where no survey was actu- in international
the
until
IN CONNECTION
importance
.
Las Vegas, New Mexico
a Good One,
line. There is no Question of that ally originally made on said lines it German
navy reaches its program dekind: it settled no question of that shall be the duty of the said commis- velopments, which will be between
W. A. FLEMING JONES
kind.
sioners to run a straight line between 1916-18- .
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
I venture into the difficult
Bonds and Investments
"I got what facts I could out of the the nearest points determined by the field of
to
as
the
probable
conjecture
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Congress and Clark survey, and when said straight course of events. Ethical considerareport in the Fifty-nintpresented them to the House, and the lines have been so run, marked and tions will prevent the small war party Judicial District of New Mexico.
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
Eastern and local bank references.
bill was beaten. The next Congress agreed upon by the commissioners in Great Britain from
provoking war Las Cruces
New
the gentleman presented his bill and they shall thereafter form the true while the German
Mexico
navy is weak. When
you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
it went to the committee on judi- boundary lines."
German
the
has
reached
proits
navy
Now
R.
W. WITTMAN
"He names the 'true meridian' at
ciary. The committee on the judicigram maximum and nothing happens,
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Draftsman
ary would not report the mil, or else the one hundredth degree west of because Germany will not throw her
Copies furnished of records on file
Our increasing patronage is the
they reported it adversely; I do not Greenwich, not the old Clark survey. inferior navy against Britain, a long
wait.
best proof that we merit yours.
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
remember which. They were all Why? Because that does not take
in
j
which
follow
will
peace
probably
New Mexice
against it. There it laid during the any land from Texas and give it to suspicions and animosities will dimin- Santa Fe,
G.IjUPK HERRERA
Sixtieth Congress. In this Congress Oklahoma, as the Clark survey did. ish. The British
people will become
Proprietor
the gentleman comes in in this fash- Then when he gets to the one hun- accustomed to
a certain diminution
ion. He introduces a joint resolution dred and third degree (he wants to
of tiheir international! position, but
with this title:
have the lines of the Clark survey so with an
immense place in the world
" 'Authorizing the President of the far as
they exist now, because that a place constantly maintained, per1
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
United States, in conjunction with the gives 3 miles in width of additional
through
increased,
haps
constantly
reto
to
come out of
and
state of Texas, to
Texas
territory
their spiritual and intellectual contrimark the boundary lines between the New Mexico."
0
butions to mankind."
of
I
state
Mr. Mondell: "The purpose then,
Indian Territory and the
Texas, and for other purposes.'
understand, is to follow the Kidder
CRANKS GET BUSY.
"There is not a word said about the survey where the Kidder survey gives
The Estancia Daily Herald voices
Texas and more land to Texas, and to follow the
boundary line between
EUROPEAN PLAN
"Whoever is
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
New Mexico, but he adds the words Clark survey where the Clark survey the following demand:
'and for other purposes.' Why? The gives more land to Texas."
the choice of the people here for de'e- The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
Mr. Payne: "Certainl.y that is it. gate to the constitutional convention
committee on Indian affairs had noth
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the
do
And what else
you expect from a should be pledged to the initiative,
ing to do with questions between
the Oity to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
United States and tflie Territory of gentleman whose state received $12,- - referendum and recall. With these
in embodied in the Organic Law the peoNice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
New Mexico.
000,000 for this land and comes
traveling
"Such things go to the judiciary now, sixty years afterwards, and tries ple will rule the state."
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service.
committee or to the committee on to get it hack by reason of an incomIt is to prevent an ebullition of
territories, but the committee on In- plete, unfinished survey, palpably in- crankism that Congress and the PresiCorner of Water St.
dian affairs could not get jurisdiction correct, and demonstrated
to be dent demand that the constitution
and Don Gas par Ave.
Prop.
Unof that bill with an honest title.
must be submitted for approval and
wrong."
der the guise of that name which he
the most concise answer to the Daily
Do Ycu Want a Crate?
ADVERTISING NEW MEXICO.
Herald's suggestion is the following
gave to this child he sent it to the
Leave your order with
The New Mexico Bureau of Immi- from the Pueblo Chieftain:
committee on Indian affairs, and he
this week.
us
is the ranking minority member of gration, or rather its efficient secre"President Taft yesterday signed
tfne committee on Indian affairs and tary, H. B. Hening, has entered upon the bill authorizing the territories of
has been there for a good many years. a new enterprise, the publication of a (Arizona and New Mexico to hold con
BALLETA
NAVAJO, CHIMAY0
It is reported out with this amend weekly newspaper or bulletin, which stitutional conventions. It now rests
The longer you wait, the
ment to the title:
in its first issue besides giving the with the people of those territories to
"Tnou
more chance you take,
" 'Amend the title so as to read:
names and addresses and short ex- determine how soon they will enjoy
" 'Joint resolution authorizing the tracts from letters of person
that you will pay more
making the benefits of statehood, for the
President of the United States, in con- inquiries about New Mexico sets forth present bill does not confer uncondmoney, as prices will
junction with the state of Texas, the a plan for a systematic effort to ad itional statehood, but grants it when
soon advance.
301-30- 3
Territory of New Mexico, and the vertise the territory in the leading certain conditions have been me
San Francisco St.
restate of Oklahoma, to
and
"The chief restrictions of the state-Th- e
papers and magazines of the country.
mark the boundary lines between said
Open Until 8. p. m.
plan proposes a New Mexico Pub-- j hood bill are that the constitutions
Strawberries,
states and territory, and for other pur- licity Association of which the Bureau shall not become effective until
f
Raspberries,
poses.'
Immigration is to be the executive proved by Congress and the Presi-bod1
Loganberries,
"The Indian Territory comes in unand for the support of which dent; that separate elections shall be,
S
and
Blackberries.
der the other purposes now, and still Boards of Trade, Commercial Clubs, held for the people to endorse the
THESE PRICES TALK
Fresh Vegetables
the Indian Territory had got to be banks, irrigation and land enterprises, constitutions and elect state officers,
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
the state of Oklahoma at the time he real estate dealers and others more
"These precautions are clearly in
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
introduced this joint resolution, but or less directly interested in bringing the interest of tlhe people of the
25c '
WAR CLUBS
there was enough 6f the shade of the
and people to New Mexico, pective states, for they will prevent
Indian Territory left to get the bill contribute $1 a week in advance. The the adoption of .such constitutions as
30c "
TOM TOMS
into .he committee on Indian af- plan is feasible and will save energy tne one that wis approved by the peo-anBOWS and ARROWS
I5c "
means now iscattered and often pie of Oklahoma. That unconditional
fairs and get a report of the commit65c per pound and up
NAVAJO BLANKETS
tee on Indian affairs
ineffective. This is the argument put statehood has its clangers was made
The Curio Man.
i
"Remember now that Clark in es- up by Mr. Hening and it is logical:
apparent by President Taft in a
merito
one
this
hundredth
union
"Our
means
admission
the
at
& COMPANY
tablishing
Phoenix, Ariz.,
speech last fal
dian established it to the west, away that for the next three years the new when he characterized the Oklahoma
At the Sign of the Old Cart.
from the true meridian, and took some, state win be constantly in the public constitution a 'zoological garden of
j)
land of the state of Texas and added eye. It means that during this period cranks.'
it to the Indian Territory, now the New Mexico will attract the attention
"The present bill merely calls upon
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John A. Lee of Mexico City, is a
sightseer here.
George Allen, a tourist from Boston, is at Gregg's hotel.
Riley Warren, a Denver business
j man, is at the Coronado.
j
13 visiting
Miss Helen Porterfield
her mother Mrs. A. Porterfield.
Charles Leonard, a drug salesman
of
Pueblo, Colo, is calling on ttie
'
trade.
Amado Chaves has returned to Al-- j
buquerque after a business visit to
Santa Fe.
-Fl11
j
Register of the Land Office M. R.
0"
lev Mr
A
crir
Otero is able to be about again after
an attack of illness,
John A. Lee, a tourist from Mexico
iCiiy, is at the Claire. He is seeing
the sights of Santa Fe.
L. P. Thomas, a cigar
salesman
from Little Rock, is at the Claire.
He is accompanied by Mrs. Thomas.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the r. S. Indian Industrial School,
was-- a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
Mayor George H. Van Stone of
who arrived from Albuquerque
JAMES J. HILL, the great railroad king, made money slinging a pick
when a- young man. He BANKED and SAVED his earnings." He became yesterday left for home this forenoon.
W. D. Shea, traveling agent of the
i
a contractor and
D. & R. G., with headquarters
in
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
Santa
visited
Las
Fe,
yesterVegas
consistent
with safety.
We pay liberal interest

lse the

i

'11 need I some
4
and
a few other
tackle,
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
Mil
that you need. Just call at our stored and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
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His Time is Yours

hi

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED vVITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

j

;

a,

multi-millionair- e.

is all new and complete in every,
detail ' our assortment of flies is larger
Our Line

......

.

and more complete, than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
r
:
.

day.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Mrs. H. L. Arnold, of Pecos and
whose husband is connected with the
Arroyo Hondo project, is at the Claire.
.
Harry M. Walker of Joplin, Mo.,
was in the city yesterday.
He is touring New Mexico in search of a suitable health resort for his. wife who.
is m poor health.
Joseph C. Hoenig, of the Interna-- '
tional Correspondence
Schools, was
in the city yesterday to arrange for j
an exhibit to be held here next week.
Mrs. H. B. Piatt of St. Louis, Mo.,
arrived last night on Santa Fe train
Wholesale & Retail
No. 1 and is visiting her daughter
Dealers in
Mrs. J. B. Wood at 108 Garcia Street.
D. Wr. Pollock and Leslee M. Thorn
ton of Kansas City, J. I. Blanton of
Roswell, W. P. Butler of Minneapolis,!
and O. P. Stadtler of San Francisco,'
are traveling men registered at the higgest day of all, for the troopers
will have Colonel Roosevelt to them- Claire hotel.
N. J. Goldsmith, of St Louis, and selves at a luncheon at the Harvard
who has been spending some months Club. Thursday evening they will do;
After that they may
in the city, has gone to El Paso Coney Island.
THAT A MAN 5HOULD ALWAYS
where he is taking examinations pre- think of a lot more things to do.
to
Univerparatory
HAVE" A
entering Cornell
HJM- MRS. ELLA RAPLEE
sity in the fall.
ARRESTED IN TEXAS.
"Miss Nellie Stewart of Santa Fe,
by what
Deputy Sheriff C. R. Young left Rosaccompanied by her mother, passed
utthrough here on the noon train on well for Wichita Falls, Tex., going
their way to Mt. Carroll, Iowa, where ter Mrs. Ela Raplee, who has been plaSEE TH ET OUT5I DET, BUT THE
she will undergo an operation."
ced under arrest there upon indictment at Roswell on the charge of aidCOMFORT HE GETS' COME 5 ffcoM
Daily Herald.
Dr. J. H. Sloan and A. R. Manby ing George W. Reeves, formerly of
WHAT IS NEXT TO HIM.
were registered yesterday at the Roswell, in a scheme to defraud a locashsum
of
the
bank
of
cal
$1,000
by
Hotel Zeiger at El Paso. "VVendel V.
f r.
I
111
Hall, civil engineer and Charles E. ing a bogus draft in payment of life
It will be remembered
Doll were other Santa Feans at the insurance.
that Reeves left the country with a
Zeiger.
strange woman, leaving his wife and
W RIP THEM
family at Roswell in a destitute conROUGH RIDERS HAVE
draft
the
after
bogus
dition,
cashing
GOOD TIME IN NEW YORK.
through misrepresentation. The woman under arrest at Wichita Falls is
Curry Figures in a Week alleged to be the one who helped him
of Banquets, Clam Bakes, and
carry out the scheme. It is thought
Reunion.
probable that Reeves is under arrest
(New York Sun.)
at Wichita Falls, also, although diOf all the thousands of visitors the rect information to that effect has not
Rough Riders attracted the most at- been received.
tention. They were hard at it yesterday furbishing up for the big show.
Their horses are at a riding academy
near Central Park and Colonel Brodie
cop a f. "T
it buVTK RftOWN CO C
MONEY AND METALS.
gave them a preliminary drill yestermer23.
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forms and burnished brass buttons the
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GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Rough Riders rather expect to divide
Chicago Close wheat July
the honors with their old commander.
GOOD GRADE LIGHT RIBBED WORTH
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corn July
And maybe tlhey haven't a program SePt- - 97a-l-NOW 60C. OTHER GRADES OF EQUAL VALUE
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selves. After the celebration is over
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utes at least) and fight over the cam-- j
CASH PRICES DOES IT.
June 23. Wool steady;
paign in Cuba. On Sunday they will! ,
be the guests of the New York Ath- - territory and western mediums 17
letic Club at Travers Island at a 22; fine mediums 1617; fine 1214
clambake. On Sunday evening Com
LIVESTOCK.
rade Edward Emerson will deliver a
Chicago, June 23. Cattle Receipts
PANSY PLANTSjNOW.
lecture at the Hotel Buckingham 6,000. Market weak. Beeves $5.50
which will have to do witJh the move- 8.55; Texas steers $5.407.25; westCUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
ment of the regiment from the time ern steers $5.307.50; stockers and
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
it was mustered out at Montauk Point, feeders $3.805.80; cows and heifers
DESIGNS.
V.
BOYLE
R,
Mgr.
Monday and Tuesday will be used up $2.706.80; calves $68.50;
with theater parties and sightseeing.)
ARE SELLING OVT!
Market
CLSREHDON
Hogs
POULTRY YARDS
Receipts 24,000.
FRESH LAID EGGS evfry day
On Wednesday afternoon the Rough five to ten off. Light $9.209.50;
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks' randl (White "Vvnndottes. Thickens
Riders take in the races at Sheeps- - mixed $9.109.45; heavy $8.859.35;
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wboirsome food
head Bay and on Tuesday night they j rough $8.859; good to choice $9
only. No chance of Tuberculosis perms nor Ptomaine poisoninr .
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
will see "Girlies" at the New Amster- - 9.35; pigs $S.90(g'9.40;
bulk $9.1o
dam theater. Thursday will be the 9.35.
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
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RESOLVED.

Good opinion of
Seif, Which he caiws
he knows or himself: others

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
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Everything in Hardware.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 SanFrancisco

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALLZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT LT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
See

:

Notice our!

Dealers in Furniture

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rags FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from ohinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
audhat racks. Wagner folding
VT!!
GRE
are
They
Look over our stock and see if there, isn't ,
something to interest you.

1

go-car-ts

VI.j 3fV

Ornamental Doors.
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are made to perfection from our THE SECRET OF BEAUTY
Lumber) because the wood is lies in a good complexion and the
of a good complexion is good
perfect in every particular ard secret
free from every imperfection of blood. Our toilet articles embrace
to preserve the complexion
knots, cracks and warpings everything
our
and
blood
purifiers enable one to
Every foot of it is thoroughly lhave it.
so
seasoned, dried and shrunk,
it can be absolutely relied upon WARM WEATHER TOILET
The daintiest of
by carpenters and builders, aud aids here freckle
lotions,
powders,
wide-awaarchike
all sensible,
are at your command.
tects hereabouts particularly remedies
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
& Company.
ST
sun-bur- n

RIFLING-BURROW-

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR
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Where your dollar buys the most.

Biils Bros, Monumental Co.

ALL ORADKS OK MARBLE & GRANITE
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

Palace.

MASONIC.

Las Vegas; G.
Van Stone, Esiancia; Mr. and Mrs
V. Arnold, Salida; J. P. Geyer, Las

Col. K K. Twitohell,

cific

H.

Company.

Railway

H.

Hair
jrows
and we can

Harry K. Myers, Los Angeles;
Hard. IVnvor; A. E. Datin, San
Fiaiiciseo.
Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Thomas, Little
Rock, Ark.; YV. 11. Maxwell, Pueblo;
.luaii O. Martinez, Silver City; Chas.
R. Kchols, Ariosia; Charles Leonard,
Pii.'blo; Harry M. Walker, Joplin, Mo,
Mrs. H. L. Arnold, Pecos; G. A. Hub-helSan Francisco; S. W. Madge,
St Johns, Kas.; D. W. Pollock, Kansas City; .1. I. Blanton, Roswell; W.
Leslie
P. Butler. Minneapolis;
Kansas City; O. P. Stadt-!er- ,
San Francisco; John A. Lee, Mexico City.
Gregg.
Geors Allen, Boston; D. T. Jones,
El Paso; L. W. Pollock, Kansas City;
Charles Smith, New York; B. Johnson, Kansas City.
Coronado.
D. H. Hyer, Hyer; H. R. Peabody,
Stanley; Riley Warren, Denver; John
A. Lee, Mexico City; George Smith,
Antonito; Samuel T. Bark, Antonito.
Wi?iis;
H.
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S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N, M ai 6:15 p.
with K.P. d:S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M at 9:55 a.m.
N. M.
SStae for Van Houten N, M, mtH'ts trains at Preston
!. AS.
trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
Passenger
HOUND:
SOUTH BOUND

Connects with K. P.

illounec-t-

A- -

.

s

.NORTH

No. 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 1, 4.43 a. m.
11.11 p, in.'
No,
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. &. S, K. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, fc S. Ry. at
X
A Northwestern at
fci
W.
and
.Moines
Cimarron
M,
at
8.
P,
lies
folfax,
Ky.
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
Cimarron, N. M. which
Mand Red Lakes, N.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for t he following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, (Vrro, Kllzabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Dai!y. fKlair, fl'aily except Sunday
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
2-

ASK FOR TICKETS
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

Fails to Produce the
Desired Results.

enlivens and invigorates the hair
and tisSUSS of the scalp,

ITStands

resulting in a continuous and
increasing growth of the hair.
Letters of praise are continually
In frum nearly all parts of
the country stating that Danderine
has renewed the growth of hair in
cases that were considered absolutely hopeless.
A lady from Brooklyn writes:
"After a snort trial my hair stopped
tiillinK.ar.d I now have a lovely head
of hair, very heavy and over one and
it uuarter vards lunii."
stimulates the scalp,
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
It is the greatest scalp invigorator
known. It is a wholesome medicine
and scalp. Even
for hot!) the

a small bottle of it will put
more genuine life in your
hair than a gallon of any
other hair tonic ever made.
It shows results from the
very start.
Now on sale at every drug and
toilet store in the land ; 3 sizes
and

25c, 50c

$1.00

System

East or West

EUGENE A. FOX,

Santa Fe Commandery No.
!. K- T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
-

illMi'
W.

7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accented
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
14th degree.

JOHN W. MAYES, 32.

Venerable Master.

HENRY

F. STEPHENS,

)

This'

tlulckly
acts, we
will send a large sample free
ljyreturumalltoanyonewho
sends this free eoupon to the
Kncwiton

Out

II

Danderine

Co..

Chicago,

with thetrname and address
ami 10c in silver or stamps
to pay postage.

32.

Secretary.

sll"w now
PrnaTo
II BB Danderine

1

pi

"UI

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Danderine

Eberhart
of Minnesota
Governor
Speaks on Benefits of Scientific
Agriculture in Arid Regions.
Spokane, Wash., June 23. Governor
Eberhart of Minnesota will participate in the deliberations of thei Dry
Farming Congress, which will have
its fifth sessions in Spokane, October
3 to 6, when it is expected there will
also be in attendance a large number

t.

H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.

ALAN K. McCORD,

.oniiiiK

DRY FARMING CONGRESS IN
SPOKANE IN OCTOBER.

For Rates and full information address

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
holds its regular session on the second and lourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited

and welcome.
A.J.FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.
that and Miss Natividad Martinez, of Chim-ayo- , J. D. SENA,
can Revolution has announced
Secretary.
are enrolled at the institute.
prizes will be given to the largest delegations and classes and to tihose se- They are very attentive and careful
curing a specific amount of insurance. students and keep right up with their
Knights of Pythias.
The society now has insurance in classes. They received their educaSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
of
$99.(543.849.39 and tion at the John Hyson school
forro
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
agt year . )aid death losses amounting Chimayo, under Miss Prudence Clark, Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
convention:
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitThe assets of the So- - the principal of that institution.
to $779,12-3.73"I am in hearty sympathy with the ciety
1910
were
lf
$4,i50,000.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
' January
objects of the Dry Farming ConAUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
Mr. B. F. Kelley, Springfield, 111.,
gress, which' I believe is in line witn
"A year ago I began to be JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
writes:
INSTITUTE NOTES
the general development program in
I
troubled with my kidneys and bladder,
the Northwest. The effect of these
which
grew worse until I became Notice for Publication
Isolated Tract.
of
gatherings cannot help but be
(Communicated.)
at my condition. I suffered
alarmed
No.
j
012067.
to
benefit
generally,
farming
great
headaches and
Mrs. Dixon was the recipient of a also with dull
Public Land Sale.
even though our state is not directly fine box of cherries yesterday morn- the action of myheavy
was annoybladder
of the Interior,
Department
interested in what is known as in- ing
and painful. I read of Foley Kid
presented by Mrs. Rebecca E.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
tensive farming. There cannot be too Wilklow. She brought them from her ing
ney Pills and after taking them a few
June 3,
much education along these lines, and 'farm in the Tesuque
valley. The weeks the headaches left me, the
is hereby given that, as diyou and your associates are certainly cherries were equalled and in many action of my bladder was again
rected
the Commissioner of the
to be congratulated on the success
respects superior to the California normal, and I was free of all distress." General by
Land Office, under provisions
thus tar ot tnis new movement in agn- - fruit Mrs Wilklow tells us that all Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
of Act of Congress approved June 27,
cultlral education."
the fruit grown on her farm excels
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
Governor Hay of Washington will in
and
of
size
t(he
game
qUalities
just
WHISTLES BLEW AND
public sale, to the highest bidder, at
and
in
week
entire
the
Spokane
pass
navor.
ANVILS RANG OUT, 10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th
assist at the entertainment of visit-day of
au,)6,rintendent Conway has gotten
N. M June 23. A special July, at this office,
the
Deming,
to
the
following
and
governors
delegates
ing
up a very attractive and unique prothat described land:
congress. Governors of the western fessional card, which he distributed edition of the Graphic announced
of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
states are keenly alive to the impor- among the teachers yesterday after- statehood was assured. Thereupon a SE
The
whistles
9
R.
took
N.,
celebration
E.
N. M. P. M. O. B.
place.
movement
tance of the dry farming
noon, on one side of the card it bears
were
Any person claiming adversely the
and they have indicated in letters to his name, business and postofnce ad- blew, anvils were fired, bells
d
land are advised to
the Washington board of control that dress, and on the other side is print- rung, girls paraded horseback carrythe official delegates will be more ed "A Teacher's Creed," written by ing flags, automobiles decorated in file their claims, or objections, on or
red, white and blue joined the proces- before the time designated for sale.
representative and larger in number Edwin Osgood Grover.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
patriotic
than have ever been sent to these
Hereafter when any of the young sion, and the band played
enthusiasan
made
The
airs.
people
Register.
we
to
come
men
visit the institute,
gatherings.
tic demonstration, and there was evFRED MULLER,
hope that they will have the courtesy
Receiver.
ery evidence of general satisfaction
Any lady reader of this paper will to come into the class room instead and jubilation over the fact that New
and
down
hall
and
the
" of romping
up
a
clever
on
request,
receive,
Mexico is at last after the weary years
Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says:
Coffee Strainer Coupon privi- disturbing the students. It should be to
become a state.
one is wellege from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. It remembered that every
"After
taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
L.
TayThe big pumping plant of A.
is silver-datevery nretty, and posi come to visit the students in their
severe
backache left me, my kidneys
miles
of
southwest
lor
Deming
room.
eight
tively prevents all dripping, of tea or class
is became stronger, the secretions naturtwo
miles
of
north
Mondale,
and
me
me
enrouea
ai
stuaenis
Among
coffee. The Doctor sends it, with Lis
now in operation.
The well pumped al and my bladder no longer pained
new free book on "Health Coffee" institute is W. O. Kays from thehundred
five
Bargallons
per minute at me. I am glad to recommend Foley
of
but
valley,
formerly
Stanley
simnlv tn Introduce this clever substiin the few days Kidney Pills." In a yellow package.
the
first
but
Mo- - He is a ve
pumping,
nett
bri&ht
yung
tute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
man
011 or ex: that it has been Tun, it has developed Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
am
naQ
a.
Health Coffee is gaining its great popqu!ie
.naf
in teaching m Missouri and greater strength and is now deliverularity because of: First, its exquisite Penence
one thousand gallons of water per
taste and flavor; second, its absolute 'Ok,ahoia' M- Hls Present home 18 at ing
minute and improving all the time. It CHEAP ROUND
Ve,n"s'
. ,
healthfulness; third, its economy
c iV
will be pumping fitieen hundred gal
1 2 lb. 25c; fourth, its convenience.
at-- lons per minute before the close of
in
nal
here
is
Stanley
valleyites,
RATES
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling,
the institute, and is con- the season. Mr. Taylor has thirty
"Made in a minute" says Dr. Shoop. tendance at
sidered by all her fellow students as acres of Irish potatoes that are up
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant one of the
brightest teachers in San- and looking fine, and is now planting
surprise. Sold by Frank Andrews.
acres
He
in
has
made
beans.
ta Fe county. Her home is at Otto eighty
on the New Mexico Central.
arrangements for securing enough
BIG RISK RALLY
Next to the oldest student attend- trees to set out this entire eighty
U
SHOWS WOMAN'S VICTORY
ing the institute is Jose Ortiz y Baca, acres in fruit this fall. The well is
who has been teaching school ior the equipped with a nity norse power
Effective June 2nd, 1910
Ladies of Maccabees Prove to World past twenty-fiv- e
years. He is an ap- crude oil engine and with a No. 7
&
Desirability of Insuring Females
Bowler
twelve
with
a
for
certificate.
second
pump
Layne
grade
plicant
and Gather to Celebrate
$74.05
Mr. Baca received his education at inch discharge. It is one of the larg- ATLANTIC CITY
Growth of Order.
est plants in the valley.
St. Michael's College.
$73.70
Another old teacher who is also a Jack O'Downe, charged with forg ASBURY PARK
Minneapolis, Minn., June 23. Gov
ernor A. O. Eberhart Mayor J. C. student at the institute is Sixto
ing a check December 23, last for $20 BOSTON
$77.95
cia. He lhas taught school for twen on William Bros, Silver City, and
Haynes and Insurance
J. A. Hartigan, June 24, will address ty years. He is an applicant for a cashing same at Hannigan & Rich CHICAGO
$50.35
a state convention of the Ladies of teacher's' certificate.
at
Mr. Garcia re- ter's of this place was arrested
the Maccabees of the World which ceived his education at St. Michael's Benson on the 19th inst, by W. C DETROIT
$60.35
this year is remarkable from the College.
Simpson, deputy sheriff of Luna coun
$44.60
fact that this fraternal insurance soOne of the most popular young la- ty. His preliminary hearing before HOT SPRINGS
one
women
for
in
the
of the institute is Miss Amelia Justice Browning is set for June 25. KANSAS CITY
dies
largest
ciety,
$35.35
Ramon Estrada was sentenced in
the world has brought about the ac- - Gutterman, who always has a smile
ceptance of women as risks by the for every one, and who is also a the justice court to 60 days imprison- ST. LOUIS
$44.35
U til most willing and helpful student. Miss ment for petty larceny.
old line insurance companies.
actuaries for the Ladies of the Macca- Gutterman is one of Santa Fe's popTwenty Indian boys passed through NEW YORK
$75.15
bees of the World prepared experi- ular school teachers, and is an appli- Deming on their way from the federal
ence tables on the lives of hundreds cant for a first grade certificate.
school at Santa Fe to various reservDAYLIGHT TRAIN
of thousands of women and exploded
Miguel Jaramillo, Santiago Martinez ations in the state of Arizona.
the belief that women were bad risks
BETWEEN
for life insurance, most of the old
inline companies and even fraternal
surance societies refused to insure
women. They have now come to be
&
classed by the more progressive as
1910-Notic-

G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

V

The Great DANDERINE Never

southwestern nad Pacific states.
John T. Burns, secretary of the congress, has just received a letter sent
to Charles Patterson of St. Paul, executive committeeman of the organization for Minnesota, by Governor Eberhart, who says among other things
after promising to make a special ef- fort to he present at the Spokane
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ular communication
first Mondjy of eaci
month a Masonic ha,
at 7.30 f.
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FISHING RATES
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above-describe-

"No-Drop-

FROM SANTA FE TO
Embudo
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Chama

ftnd

retu,n

"

$2.65
4.55

"

6.30

"

WagonWheel Gap

Ien

9.50
10.70

Best Trout

FISHING
In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.
F. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 8
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLO

There is always some person at one Pain anywhere stopped in 20 mintime or another who has printing to be utes sure with cne of Dr. Snoop's Pain
done and if the work is to be first Tablets. The formula is on the 25box. Ask your Doctor or Drug
icent
class the New Mexican job printing
gist about this formula! Stop womandepartment can fill tlhe bill. Why get ly pains, headache, pains anywhere.
printing that isn't first class, any way, Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis., for free
trial to prove value. Sold by Stripling
since appearance today is of such
Burrows Co.

TRIP

B.
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New

lex ico

entral

11

Santa Fe

preferred risks.
During this state rally of the Ladies of the Maccabees and that of the
Knights of the Maccabees, Minneapolis will be decorated from end to end
with the red, black and white colors
of the Maccabees.
For the first time the results of the
unique school in fraternities which
the Ladies of the Maccabees have created at Port Huron, Mich., for training the state officers in insurance and
the new ritual will be seen In Minnesota. Mfd. M. F. Jones, who is state
commander and also recording secretary of the Daughters of the Ameri- -'
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A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

El Paso

Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
For information regarding freigh t
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful lini
and passenger rates etc. Call
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
breasts
on
which
keepthe
ttvuscles
by
strain is greatest, prevents caking of the
at city office, Laughlin Block
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc,
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
or Phone 145.
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
J. G. EADS,
contains valuable Information for expectant mothers.

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GAi

City Frt.& Pass. Agt.
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ORATORY AND MUSIC AT
ROSWELL STATEHOOD MEETING.
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DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Roswell, N. M., June 23. Wednesday
marked an epochal event in the his-'o- f
the evening. His sincere, soulful
tory o the city of Roswell, when ana musical voice rang out and at
Main street swarmed with the popu-jonc- e
demanded the attention of all
lace who were highly jubilant over' present. In an eloquent, pleasing and
the coming of statehood and followed heartfelt address he told of the six
bandsmen to the thousand bright, intelligent school
the
Amusement Park, where the newly children of Chaves county that state-electemayor Dr. George T. Veal, j hood coming in their school days
had arranged hastily a program to would prove of vast value and his
p
celebrate the event brought to
and timely remarks sunk down
tion after years of working, hoping into the innermost resources of the
and praying and which was a momen- soul's- of all thinking persons. He intous one to every public spirited citi- dulged in the humor that it is imposzen of New Mexico.
sible for him to get away from and
The Amusement Park, adjoining the told of how statehood had been a
Lyric theater was hurriedly fixed up boon to him, as it. would not cause
trie trouble ot trying to get eleet-er- s
and there was a stand for the speaK-.hithis fall and that he would
from
again
the;ed
facing the grandstand
ball park and on all sides improvised hold over for two years.
He admitted the fact that he was
seats had been provided. At least,
two thousand men, women and chil- another Missourian, and further that
dren were in attendance and besides he was a Pike eountian.
the oiioakers nffieials. singers and
Dr. Veal introduced as the last
the
newspaper reporters that were on Geo
Jude Radney, who made
speaker
ctdo-tvicrp worn nresent Mrs.
most excellent address, "Cold indeed,
Mrs.!
T Veal, wife of the mayor, and
must be the New Mexican heart not
C. E. Mason, wife of Charles Edgar to want statehood," concluded Judge
edi-- j
Mason, a well known newspaper
Radney.
ot
bt,
Wheeler
Mrs.
tor and her guest
The band played several selections
Louis.
between the addresses ami talks and
T. Veal, the newly elect ttie
fipm-equartet was one of the most enwas
the master of cereed mayor,
features of the evening; one
joyable
monies and after the band under the that will be remembered always by
leadership of Captain Jack Fletcher those present on this great occasion.
of the New Mexico Military Institute
had rendered a selection Mayor Veal
In sickness, If a certain nerve goes
in a brief speech said that there were
on hand some of the "best speakers wrong, then the organ that this nerve
in the world" and introduced Rev. controls will also surely fail. It may
Van Valkenburgh, pastor of the First be a Stomach nerve, or it may have
Divine given strength and support to the
invoked
M. E. church, who
blessing and said in his prayer that Heart or Kidneys. It was. Dr. Shoop
the statehood question was of "vital that first pointed out to the vital
spiritual interest." After the invoca- truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
tion a male quartet, consisting of not made to dose the Stomach nor to
Messrs. C. N. Frager, Dr. W. J. Arm- temporarily stimulate the Heart or
method
strong, Fred Lanning and City Clerk Kidneys. That
Dr.
is
Restorative
"America",
Williams
all
N.
gave
Shoop's
wrong.
George
and it stirred the souls of all present. goes directly to these failing inside
Mayor Veal then introduced the nerves. The remarkable success of
this prescription demonstrates the
first speaker, W. C. Reid.
general under Governor Herbert J. wisdom of treating the actual cause
these failing organs. And it is
Hagerman, and who is present alder-0- fand president of the city counee easy to prove. A simple five or
cil. Mr. Reid made a conscientious ten days test will surely tell. Try it
talk and being a good man, and al- once, and see! Sold ty Stripling Burthough attorney for the Santa Fe, rows Co.
frankly said that he believed in a
"square deal to the rich or the poor,"
and that he had met with as many
insurgents in Roswell since he had
been councilman, as he had come into
HOW THEY STAND.
contact with when he was attorney
general under Governor Hagerman.
National League.
He was of the opinion that it was
Won. Lost Per Ct.
more necessary to elect good men to
35
.686
16
the state and territorial legislatures Chicago
than to the Congress of the United New York
,..31 21 .596
26
23
.531
States. He thought passage of he Pittsburg
25
.490
26
statehood bill was a boon financially Cincinnati
24
.480
26
to New Mexico and Arizona.
Philadelphia
25
.462
29
Rev. P. T. Ramsey, pastor of the St. Louis
23
.442
29
First M. E. church, South, of Ros- Brooklyn
18
31
.327
well was the next speaker and he Boston
American League.
advanced the view that statehood was
Won Lost Per Ct.
of incalculable benefit and vast wel.673
35
17
fare for the "oncoming generations". Philadelphia
36
.621
22
Detroit
The Cowboy Mayor,
30
.600
20
New York.
Mayor Veal then introduced James
28
.538
24
Boston
of
Roswell
E. Hinkle, a former mayor
21
.457
25
as the "cowboy mayor" and said that Cleveland
21
28
.429
under his administration licensed Chicago
22
.407
32
Washington
gambling had been abolished, before St. Louis
13
.255
38
territorial
with
done
away
by
being
Western
League.
enactment. Hinkle made one of his
Won Lost Per Ct
little characteristic "speechlets" and
32
.582
23
Sioux
City
spoke of his "embarrassment" in the Wichita
32
.571
24
of
and
preachers.
presence
lawyers
32
.561
25
Denver
He told of how he had fought for
2S
'27 .504
statehood twice and lost in the consti-tutiona- l Lincoln
28
.500
28
convention of 1886. Said he Omaha
27
.458
32
Moines
Des
loved New Mexico and was married
21
.404
31
here and his children were born here Topeka
21
31
.404
St.
Joseph
and he intended to live and die here
and the only clause he would fight in
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
the constitution was any attempt to
He
New
Mexico.
name
of
the
change
National League.
handed out a bouquet to v. H. AnBoston at Philadelphia.
drews for his statehood work. Hinkle
New York at Brooklyn.
made a good talk, taking it in its enCincinnati at St. Louis.
tirety.
American League.
Then came Lawyer Ed. S. Gibbany
Chicago at Cleveland.
who made a soul to soul and sensible
St. Louis at Detroit.
talk. Told of being born in Missouri
Washington at Boston.
and discussed the constitutions adopt
Philadelphia at New York.
ed by many states that were successYESTERDAY'S GAMES.
ful and freely advanced the opinion
that not a single extraneous word
National League.
should be incorporated in the consti
tution for New Mexico. Thought that Pittsburg 6; St. Louis 1.
Chicago 5; Cincinnati 4.
New Mexico could profit by studying
the constitutions of other states and Philadelphia 3; Boston 1.
that it could be "A Model in Its Way". New York 6; ;Brooklyn 3.
American League.
In other words, he thought the fram-er- s
St. Louis 11; Detroit 9.
of the constitution should not
Washington 0, 1; Boston 6, 2.
strive for effect by the use of meanCleveland 3; Chicago 2.
ingless words and empty adjectives.
Philadelphia 8, 9; New York 0,
Robinson Makes Hit.
Pacific Coast League.
The band then struck up a lively
Oakland 3; Los Angeles 1.
tune and Mayor Veal presented Will
Vernon 1 ; San Francisco 5.
Robinson, journalist writer, author of
Portland 3; Sacramento 1.
"Tenderfoot" stories and editor of the
Western League.
Register-TribunRoswell
The mayor
Wichita 9; Lincoln 1.
in introducing Mr. Robinson cheerDes Moines 9; Topeka 0.
fully referred to him as having forSt. Joseph 2; Omaha 1.
merly been a member of the city
Sioux City 7; Denver 2.
council. Mr. Robinson who is one of
American Association.
the most forceful and sarcastic oraColumbus 5; Kansas City 3.
tors in the Pecos valley made a deLouisville 2; St. Paul 3.
cided and most palpable hit and
Indianapolis 9; Minneapolis 10.
dwelling in humor got right
Toledo 7; Milwaukee 6.
down to facts and made a good and
Southern League.
heart-to-heatalk and left an Im6,
Atlanta
2; Memphis 4, 1.
merits
of
editor
of
the
the
pression
Nashville 3; Chattanooga 0.
that will reof the Register-Tribun- e
Nashville 3; Chattanooga 1.
main in the minds and souls of his
Birmingham 1, 9; Montgomery 2, 3
hearers for some time to come.
When the applause had died away
after Robinson had taken his seat,
Mayor Veal Introduced C. C Hill, superintendent of schools of Chaves
county. This man who was formerly
minister of the Christian church here
and the best county school superintendent that Chaves, (or any other
Mi
i
county ver had), made the best talk
red-coate- d
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to Be First City.

Great Celebration

ants are away and have come around
BLANKS
to clean out the
place."
He back-- d towards the stone wall
Printed and foi sale by New Mexiwith the intention of
putting this plan can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
into effect, when
again he was stayed, Mei.
taif '"i"1 by two men
leaping over the
fm- - wall only a few yards from
Mining Blanks.
By Don Aiark Lemon
w h'Te he
was concealed.
Additional and Amended Location
FOR RENT Furnished room. Use
I
sheet.
men, after crouching for a Certificate,
of bath. Lady only, 107 Johnson St
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
minute in the shadow of a hedge,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Jack O'Brien gathered his polica h'lggd a low cross-hedgto a
FOR RENT One
Proof of Labor,
house
sheet.
man's raincape closer about his shoul opposite the rear wall of theposition
house,
furnished or unfurnished.
Notice of Mining Location,
D. S.
sheet
ders and yawned drowsily, as for tht from whore
they stole across the narrTitle Bond and Lease of Mining
fifth time he left Mulberry street and ow
strip of lawn and disappeared
sheet.
crossed into the shadow of Hampstead through the door that had been forced Property,
Placer Mining Location,
FOR RENT Furnished room with
sheet
avenue, with its one arc light every only a Cow minutes before.
'
Bond
of
Title
bath
two squares.
and electric light Apply at the
Mining
Property,
"Would you notice it!" murmured
New Mexican.
sheet
"Nothing
Nothing
O'Hricn.
his $8 boots seemed to pad solftly, as wait till 'Til just lay by a bit and
sheet.
Mining Deed.
he paced the lower half of his beat, He now they fetch the piano wagon."
Lease.
sheet.
Mining
FOR RENT
Five room house on
and
his helmet
and the flapping tails of his raincoat j laughed removed
Coal
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
Statement,
Declaratory
into
it.
the
"It's
softly
boys
j
!
took up the refrain "Noth ing
at 24S San Francisco street.
Playing a trick on nie, that's what it sheet.
Noth-indo ing!" till perhaps he s! Hut the
Coal Declaratory Statement with
I notice
devil
a
will
bit
would have fallen asleep as he walked it! I'll
AfFOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
back on my beat and let Power of an Attorney,
from sheer monotony, had he not sud- 'em fool get
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
fidavit
and
Corroborating
with
kiddin"!"
their
Finigan
denly caught a glimpse of a shadow j He spring over the wall to the road. Affidavit,
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
sheet.
crouching beneath a rear window o! ".Mike will be
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet. Michael, Real Estate.
me
at
the
for
waiting
j
the Hill mansion.
box. 'Twill be the laugh on him and
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
O'Brien was a green hand, having' a warm
sheet.
bed for Jack O'Brien."
Notice,
Ft'RXISHKD ROOMS Exceptionalbeen placed on the force only thej
Affidavit
of
Assessment.
a
sheet ly well ventilated, large rooms, home
few
leaves
Shaking
and
twigs
week previous, yet he was shrewd from
his cape he started down the
Stock Blanks.
surroundings, reasonable, 271 Palace
enough not to pause in his measured road
at
!
pace, but continued down the ave-- sound of his accustomed pace. The Bill of Sale Animals rearing Ven- avenue.
laughter now came from the dor's Recorded Brand,
nue as if wholly unconscious of thai
sheet.
Hill mansion, and
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exbepeering over the
shadow crouching
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
stone
wall
an
in
the
through
opening
neath the window. Nine to one he
perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
40c per book.
wes being watched himself, either by hedge he saw two more shadows steal
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
the shadow or that thief's pal, con-- across the lawn and disappear through Vendor's Recorded Brand,
for full particulars at once. Globe
sheet.
open door at the rear of the
cealed somewhere in the immediate the
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
Bill
of
Sale
14
Range
Delivery,
house.
j
neighborhood.
O'Brien wiped a broad grin from his sheet.
He made his accustomed turn at the
I
Bill of Sale,
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
sheet.
face.
"The boys will know me better
next corner, when noting that he was
to learn trade of electricity.
to
expense
and
Drive
Authority
Gather,
after
this
night," he said. "But I'm
no longer under the observation of
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- - i automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
for
He'd
right
better
sorry
Finigan!
and
the shadow beneath the window,
actual work on contract jobs. Only
sheet.
pull a drunk goat than nab that bunch corded Brand,
that save for himself the road before of
ew months required; 200 students last
to
Drive
and
Authority
Gather,
plumbers."
and behind him was deserted, he in- yearHandle
Owner'Catalogue free. United Trade
Animals
Not
At
Bearing
the
box
soon
was
O'Brien
creased his pace for a few yards and
patrol
Scncl
Co., Ios Angeles.
j
Recorded
Constructing
sheet.
Brand,
sprang upon the stone wall that ran joined by Mike Finigan and relieved
4
of
Certificate
;
Brand.
sheet.
t of duty
the
latter.
by
along the rear of the Hill mansion,
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
In another moment he had dropped
"Anything doing?" queried Finigan,
TYPEWRITERS
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
under the wet shrubbery on the In--1 who was a green hand like the other
nl justed and'! repaired. New
Clrauol,
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
side of the wall, where he could com- man, and as eager to make a record
platens furnished. Klbbons nnd supplies
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet,
mand a view of the rear and right of and get promoted in town.
Typewriters sold, exchanged nnd rented
sheet.
the mansion, yet remain wholly con- - j ""You might pull the moon, if he's
Appearance Bond,
Standard makes handled. All repair work
cealed from observation.
Appearance Bond On Continuance, and typewriters irmirniitt-i'dSanta Fe
full," grinned O'Brien. " 'Tis a wet
He was confident that the shadow night you'll have, Mike, and wetter (J. P.),
sheet.
Typewriter Kxolmiw'
he had seen was that of a man, and outside than inside, I'm thinking."
Bond of Appearance,
(District
he was not mistaken. As he watched,
Foley's Kidney Remedy may be
sheet.
Finigan winked, licked his lips, and Court),
this shadow suddenly lengthened itself with a grin turned to patrol his beat,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet. given to children with admirable re- and now nolcelessly opening the win- while O'Brien moved off toward the
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet. suits. It does away with bed wetting,
and is also recommended for use after
station. Here he caught the last elecCriminal
sheet.
Complaint,
tric and soon was relieved of all duForcible Entry and Detainer, Com- - measles and scarlet fever. Sold by
ties by Capt. Sleep.
sheet.
stripling Burrows uo.
plaint,
At his ten o'clock breakfast the
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-- ;
next day O'Brien opened the morning mons, 4 sheet.
Notice for Publication.
(0U8S8, Not Coal.)
paper, smiled to think that the joke
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
of the Interior,
might be out on Finigan, when he all
DeDepartment
Forcible
Execution
Entry and
but fell from his chair as his vision
U. S. Lund Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sheet.
tainer,
was confronted with the headlines:
June 22, 1910.
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
MIKE
FINIGAN
A HERO.
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Alires of Lainy, N. M., who, on July
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
21, 1005, made homestead entry ( se-- ;
A Surprise Party Very Much Sur- sheet.
SW
rial 06SSS), No. 8416, for E
4
prised.
sheet.
Warrant,
and lot 1, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sesheet.
Commitment,
ction IS, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
Intrepid Off!er Arrests Ten Housesheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
breakers.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
intention to make final five year proof
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
to establish claim to the land above
Single-HandeHolds Thieves at Bay
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, described, before
Register and ReTill Relief Arrives.
sheet.
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
sheet.
Execution,
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910.
The double column that followed
sheet.
Summons,
Claimant names as witnesses:
was a detailed glorification of Michael
4
sheet.
Subpoena,
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San-- !
Denis Finigan and his great coup.
J. P. Complaint, 'A sheet.
chez, Juan Sanchez and Francisco
According to the paper, a few minsheet
Capias Complaint,
utes after Finigan had gone on hia
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
Search Warrant,
sheet
MANUEL R. OTERO,
beat the previous night, having reSchool Blanks.
lieved Officer Jack O'Brien, he had
Register.
made the discovery that the rear door
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
of the Hill mansion was open, and
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
TIME TABLE ALL
noiselessly entering the building had
Contract for School Teacher,
LOCAL TRIANS
surprised ten housebreakers, collected sheet.
in the dining room about a basket of
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet j
wine.
Contract between Directors and TeaLeave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to condow beneath which it had crouched, , Covering the men with his revolver
sheet.
chers,
nect
with No. 10 from the south and
into
mansion.
the
disappeared
and pressing the electric burglar
Oaths of bchool Director,
sheet. west, also No. 3 from the east,
O'Brien waited a good two minutes, alarm, he had held the entire party at
of apportionment
of turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
then thrust his helmet from the hedge bay till relief arrived, when the ten
School
sheet.
Funds,
Leave Santa Fe at I p. m. to conwith the intention of following, when men were handcuffed and taken to the
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
he was stayed by the appearance of station. Only one shot had been fired,
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet, passengers for No. 2
d
the thief's pal. He crept into view which Finigan had been forced to expass- District Clerks' Annual Report, 4 ng Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
from around the left side of the house, pend on the legs of one of the housej arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
hugging the wall till he reached the breakers, who had objeoted to his sheet.
'
open window, through which he
I's connection only.
capture.
with the alacrity of a monkey.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conThe paper went on to state that a The Conservation
of Nature's Re-- :
O'Brien felt for his pistol, hand- grimly amusing fact had subsequently
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounsources.
cuffs and billy and crouched silently come to light. The housebreakers had
Return-a- s
Applies as well to our physical state and Nos- - 4 and 8
and determinedly, proposing to wait effected their entrance to the Hill
m.
11:10
Fe
arrive
at
Santa
d.
to material things. C. J. Budlong, iS
until the two housebreakers were pre- mansion in parties of two, without the
R. I., realized his condi- WashingtoL,
occupied with their labors, then it slightest suspicion that they had been
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad,
tion, and took warning before it was
would be but the work of a couragepreceded or were to be followed by too late. He says: "I suffered severe- Train leaves for the north at 10:15
ous five minutes and he would have others on a like mission.
ly from kidney trouble, the disease he- - j a m.
them both handcuffed and on their
Imagine their astonishment wrote ing hereditary in our family. I have
Train arrives from the north at 3:33
way to the station house.
when each pair found taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney P. m.
the
Now again he thrust his helmet from that reporter
the same night had been chosen
the hedge and was about to quit his by four other couples bent on a like Remedy, and now consider myself '
New Mexico Central,
should be a
place of concealment, when a third robbery, and their still greater sur- thoroughly cured. This
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. n
to
to
not
all
warning
taking
neglect
figure appeared suddenly from the
when officer Finigan had held
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i
Foley's Kidney Remedy until It is too
front of the mansion, keeping close prise
them up in a body.
m.
late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
to the right wall, and stole to the
the paper went on to state,
rear, where, opening a second window, hadFinigan,
already been recommended foi
this figure also disappeared into the
which he so richly merited. .
promotion,
mansion.
When O'Brien had finished this re"Why the devil didn't he take the
for breakfast was
other window!" wondered O'Brien. port, his appetite
FAIR
gone. From his place of con"Sure, they must all belong together." quite
the
he
withad
hedge
A low whistle came from this sec- cealment under
ond window, and a fourth shadow de- nessed the icipience of the whole busihe taken steps to arrest
tached Itself from a shade tree set ness, and had name
would now stand
men
the
his
half between the building and the
stone wall on the right, and crossing bracketed with glory instead of the
the lawn disappeared into the window name of Michael Denis Finigan.
"But who the devil would have
whence the whistle had proceeded.
that ten jimmies would hit
thought
O'Brien
for
reached
his helmet,
on
same
the
nigltf to break into a
which in his astonishment had fallen
from his head. "Sure, it looks like house!" growled O'Brien, sore as a
"Shall I mashed thumb.
business," he meditated.
'em
or
call
myself,
pinch
up Finigan?"
1910 Dgr
7,
He decided on the former course:
Logical.
Though there would be more danger
"Johnny," said teacher, "why is Benentailed, there would be more honor jamin Franklin famous?"
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
He might even succeed in
gained.
Johnny pondered. He thought for
a moment of Washington and Lincoln
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
landing all four thieves, single-handesuch a feat as Jim Maloon had once and answered:
MORE COMPORTS TO VISITORS
"'Cause he invented the lightning
and be a marked man
accomplished
from that night.
rod."
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
And for what else is he
Again he felt for his pistol, his
"Right.
handcuffs and billy, and was about to famous?"
MORE NQVELTIES TO AMAZE
come from the hedge, when he was
Johnny scratched his head helplessstayed by a fifth and eixth shadow, ly at a loss. Teacher saw that a litMORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
that stole together from around the tle help was needed.
"Don't you remember that he wrote
left Bide of the mansion to a rear
REDUCED RATES OX ALL RAILROADS
door, which they now forced and en- a book, too? Now, what was the
tered the house.
book?"
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information
"Sure, I'll call up Finigan!" decided
Johnny grinned with sudden illuJOHN B. McMANUS
J. H. O'RIELLY,
O'Brien. "And I'll send In a hook for mination.
Secretary.
President.
a dozen of the boys and a patrol. It'8
"The Lightning Conductor," he
a gang that's got tipped off the serv

A Night of

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAM.
A
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j ed to be
suffering no ill effects from
ONE DAY. j her suicidal attempt and she and her
husband were apparently on the best
have your washing done by electricity, j
Women Who Were Tired of Life for of terms.
&
Co.
From
Water
s.
F.
Huge
Two.)
Light
(Continued
For some time quarrels have been
j
various Reasons Take Poison
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Before you select your summer wearables, look over the situation and ASK YOURSELF "WHERE ARE
APT TO DO THE REST?" There can be but one answer
Vw"At the BIG STORE, of course-
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S

Serviceable Nainsook and Embroidery.
A new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in. All the New Shades
in Lisle, Silk, Embroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well
as plain; all sizes.
E)

NOTABLE AS
SORTMENT of Ladies
Gloves; Chamois Gloves in long
and short lengths: Silk Gloves in all
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.
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PROMPT AND SATISFACTORY
IS A POINT WE NEVER OVERLOOK.

For Fine Selection, High Grade Goods and Right Prices

GO TO
The Store

of Quality

Santa

Fe,

New Mexico.

